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Abstract: 
The goal of WP8.2 is to develop an artificial cognitive system acting in a human like environment and 
capable of learning objects and the actions it can apply to them. This report summarizes the work in WP8.2 
in the first twelve months. It reports on the development and implementation of human motion capture and 
motion mapping techniques necessary for the realisation of a cognitive system acting in a human like 
environment and capable of learning objects and the actions it can apply to them. The report presents result 
related to human motion tracking, representation, and recognition of 3D human motion as well as imitation 
learning of human actions and coaching. Furthermore, mapping strategies between the human hand and 
different hands are described. To support easy design of manipulation and exploration tasks, an integrated 
approach that includes an offline grasp planning system with a visual object recognition system is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Using artificial cognitive systems to enhance or substitute human actions is and will become even 
more an important field in an ageing society and generally in a “high-tech” society. However, it 
requires truly cognitive capabilities of the artificial agent including learning of scenarios, objects, 
and actions as well as communication and interaction with humans. The goal of WP8.2 
“Augmenting Human Action” is to develop an artificial cognitive system acting in a human like 
environment capable of learning objects and the actions it can apply to them. The focus is on 
structuring actions by learning, imitating, and understanding actions of humans, in contrast to the 
emphasis on exploration in WP8.1. The system should be able to perform learned actions over 
categories of objects and joint actions with other agents, such as reaching. In the longer term it 
should be able to communicate with other agents and perform actions as communicated.  

WP8.2 and Demo 2 deal with the representation, recognition, and adaptation of OACs in an 
imitation and interaction based framework. Main scientific issues are the capturing of human 
motion, the modelling and representation of human motion (both arm movements and hand grasps), 
the generating of early sensory and motor representations of actions by imitation and coaching as 
well as action representation, understanding and imitation of actions. 

2. Markerless Human Motion Capture 

For the purpose of acquiring human motion data for imitation learning in real world scenarios, we 
have developed a purely image-based markerless human motion capture system with a particle filter 
in its core, as done in ([1], [2]). The problem is that the number of required particles grows 
exponentially with the dimensionality of the search space, which reduces the processing rate of the 
system drastically. For example, in [1], processing an input image tuple requires 15 seconds on a 1 
GHz CPU. Other problems arise from the restriction of using the cameras incorporated in the robot 
head only, resulting in a relatively small stereo baseline and the occurrence of occlusions, since the 
person can be seen from essentially one viewpoint only. Furthermore, the system has to initialize 
itself automatically. Therefore, we have adapted and extended the existing particle filter approach 
for real-time application on a humanoid robot head. 

The input of the system is a stereo colour image pair captured at 30 Hz, with two calibrated 
Dragonfly cameras built-in into the head of the humanoid robot ARMAR III. The input images are 
pre-processed, generating output for the gradient cue, the distance cue, and an optional region cue, 
as described in [A]. Based on the output of the image-processing pipeline, a particle filter is used 
for tracking the movements in configuration space. The overall likelihood function to compute the 
a-posterior probabilities is formulated as: 

 

where s is the configuration to be evaluated, z is a general denotation for the current observations 
i.e. the current input image pair, and ci ∈ R3 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the triangulated 3D position 
of the hands and the head. The function di(s, c) is defined as: 
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where the transformation fi : Rn → R3 transforms the n-dimensional configuration of the human 
model into the 3D position of the left hand, right hand, or head respectively, using the forward 
kinematics of the human model, and n = dim(s) denotes the number of DoF of the human model. 

The gm with m ∈ {1, 2, ..., Mg} denote the intensity values in the gradient image (which are derived 
from the input images z) at the Mg pixel coordinates of the projected contour of the human model 
for a given configuration s. This process is performed for both input images using the calibration 
parameters of each camera. 

For each image pair of the input sequence the output of the system is the estimation of the particle 
filter, given by the weighted mean over all particles. A detailed description is given in  [A]. In 
contrast to the acquisition method based on the magnetic tracking system, the joint angle values θ1, 
θ2, θ3, and θ4 are calculated directly and therefore the position of the elbow does not have to be 
approximated on the base of empirical studies but is determined explicitly. 

The system can process a stereo image sequence with a resolution of 320×240 at 15 Hz. We have 
also run successful experiments on videos captured with a resolution of 640×480 at a frame rate of 
60 Hz. With such a frame rate, the system can capture much faster movements. To allow real-time 
application, the particle filter will be distributed on a Distributed Vision Cluster, as done in [4] in 
the case of hand motion tracking. 

 

Figure 1: Example snapshots of a tracked image sequence. Top: Left input image with projection of the 
calculated configuration of the human model. Bottom: 3D visualization of the calculated configuration. 

Based on the algorithms described above, a hnad motion capture system has been developed in [4]. 
Several adaptations had to be performed, such as the implementation of a z-buffer approach to 
handle self-occlusions, and the partitioning of the search space by tracking the hand pose and the 
finger poses independently. The results of the two particle sets are fused at the end of one particle 
filter run in one particle set before resampling the new particle set. 

An effective way to constrain the search space and thus to limit the number of particles is to employ 
an action model: Given already observed poses, an action model allows to compute the likelihood 
for a particular new pose. Such an action model is subject of investigation in work package WP3 
and will be built-in into the human motion capture in the near future. 

We are planning to evaluate the visual tracking system with a video database of seven individuals 
showing different actions. The data has been captured with four synchronized video cameras, 
running at 30 Hz. Ground-truth information for the movements is provided through electro-
magnetic devices that were attached to the joints of each volunteer. A comparison between the 
ground-truth data and the visually captured data will allow a) an evaluation of the visual tracking 
system and b) give us a valuable estimation of the noise our motion models (WP3) will have to deal 
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with when applied to visual tracking. Furthermore, the marker data will serve as an additional 
source for the training and evaluation of the action recognition system which is under development. 
By having several sources of human motion capture data (VICON, magnetic tracking, markerless 
visual tracking), together with the exchange format defined by the Master Motor Map (Section 3), 
we will be able to develop and evaluate an action recognition system, which is independent from 
the data source.  

The dataset is available at the Aalborg University under the link http:cvmi.aau.dk/~pradeep/motion 
(login: “pacoplus”, passwd: “pacoaccess”). For a detailed description, please see Deliverable 
D3.1.2. 

3. Master Motor Map (MMM)  

Within the consortium not only one human motion capture system and one action recognition 
system exist, but several approaches are available, each of those feasible for another case, having its 
own strengths and drawbacks. Moreover, although the main demonstrator is ARMAR III (see [3]) at 
the University of Karlsruhe, other partners have to be able to use data and run experiments on their 
own demonstrator. To overcome the data compatibility problems arising form this circumstance, we 
have specified the so-called Master Motor Map (MMM) (see [B]). 

The MMM is a full specification of a high dimensional but yet simplified kinematics model of a 
human, having 52 DoF. The names and the sequence of the joints have been chosen according to 
the H-ANIM 1.1 specification. The MMM adds a detailed specification of the rotation matrices and 
their orientation with respect to each other. In [B], we have shown that motion capture data from 
various systems can be converted to the MMM. Among these are the markerless human motion 
capture system, which has been explained above, and a marker-based motion capture system using 
the VICON system [5]. Any action recognition system can derive its desired data format from the 
MMM format, using forward kinematics if needed. Also, we have shown how the MMM format can 
be transformed to the kinematics of a humanoid robot, using the example of ARMAR III. An 
application for 3D visualization of the MMM and an archive containing over 400 captured 
trajectories is available on: http://wwwiaim.ira.uka.de/users/asfour/mmm/. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Framework for an unified action representation, recognition and imitation. Each component 
(HMC, robot, action recognizer, ...) has a converter module, either converting from or to the MMM format. 

 

http://cvmi.aau.dk/~pradeep/motion
http://wwwiaim.ira.uka.de/users/asfour/mmm/
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Figure 3: Specification of the kinematics model of the human body (MMM) 

4. Imitation learning  

Imitation Learning facilitates teaching a robot new tasks and at the same time make the robot move 
like a human. Imitation learning is basically the concept of having a robot observe a human 
instructor performing a task and imitating it when needed. Robot learning by imitation, also referred 
to as programming by demonstration, has been dealt with in the literature as a promising way to 
teach humanoid robots. Several imitation learning systems and architectures based on the 
perception and analysis of human demonstrations have been proposed ([6]-[12]). In most 
architectures, the imitation process proceeds through three stages: perception/analysis, recognition, 
and reproduction [13]. An overview of the basic ideas of imitation learning in robots as well as 
humans is given by Schaal in [14].  

In [C], we presented an HMM-based approach for imitation learning of arm movements in 
humanoid robots. HMMs are used to generalize movements demonstrated to a robot multiple times. 
Characteristic features of the perceived movement, so-called key points, are detected in a pre-
processing stage and used to train the HMMs. By doing so, we avoid having a high number of states 
and facilitate the matching of (or between) multiple demonstrations. We use continuous HMMs and 
model the observations in each state with multivariate Gaussian density functions. Each HMM is 
trained with the key points of all demonstrations using the Baum-Welch algorithm for multiple 
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observations. Each training sequence consists of the key points of the respective demonstration. For 
a given observation sequence, the Viterbi algorithm returns the optimal state sequence of the HMM 
with respect to that observation sequence, i.e. the sequence of states most likely to generate that 
observation sequence. For the reproduction of a perceived movement, key points that are common 
to all (or almost all) demonstrations, so-called common key points, are used. To determine the 
common key points across d = 1,…,D  key point sequences Kd,1, …, Kd,n(d), where n(d) denotes the 
number of key points for a demonstration d, we use the Viterbi algorithm D times to find sequences 
of HMM states that correspond best to these key point sequences. The common key points are 
determined by comparing these state sequences and selecting only those states that appear in every 
sequence. Common key points are used for the reproduction of movements on the MMM 
kinematics model (see Section 2). 

The actions that were considered initially in [C] are simple actions. In general, it is not possible to 
learn an HMM for all possible action imaginable. To treat a large set of complex actions, we will 
need to brake down the actions into very simple ones. These simple actions would define an 
alphabet based on which complex actions can be defined by concatenation. This is an important part 
in Demo 2 and is investigated in WP3. 

5. Coaching  

Beyond imitation and the associated observation of human motion, we are interested in other means 
of transferring human knowledge to a humanoid robot. Not surprisingly, most approaches for 
creating or modifying behaviours for complex humanoids require specialized knowledge and a large 
amount of work. Our aim is to provide an alternative, intuitive way to program humanoid 
behaviour. To do this, we examine human-to-human skill transfer, specifically coaching, and adapt 
it to the humanoid setting. We enable a real-time scenario where a person, acting as a coach, 
interactively directs humanoid behaviours to a desired outcome. This tightly coupled interaction 
between a person and a humanoid allows efficient, directed learning of new behaviours, where 
behaviour characteristics can be modified on demand. Communication is realized through 
demonstration and a coaching vocabulary, and changes are effected by transformation functions 
acting in the behaviour domain. In [D], we introduce a method with potential to improve the time 
and ease of creating behaviours for complex humanoid robots and describe the use of high-level 
vocabulary to initiate transformation functions to change the behaviours. A transformation function 
is typically comprised of  a label, which is the coaching command that invokes it, and a set of 
criteria that serves to define the high level command in terms of low level behavioural criteria. 
Label and criteria are wrapped together in a function that ultimately effects changes to the 
appropriate behavioural parameters in accordance with the transformation function’s definition. 

6. Applying actions to Objects  

Most of the robot tasks involve object manipulation. Hence, the robot has to learn how objects 
should be grasped and manipulated. The proper grasp type depends both on the target object and the 
current task. As an example, let us assume that the task is to pick up a cup to fill it with coffee. 
Generating suitable grasps based solely on the object shape provides three possible grasps: a 
circular sphere grasp, a power wrap grasp, and a two-finger-thumb precision grasp as seen in 
Figure 4: . However, the task knowledge introduces additional constraints because, in order to fill 
the cup, the opening should not be covered. In this case, only two grasps remain feasible. 
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Figure 4: Different grasps are possible for picking up a cup (left) and the glove used for measuring human 
grasps. 

 

6.1 Grasp mapping 
The human and robot hand cannot, in general, perform the same types of grasps. Consequently, a 
mapping between human hand and robot hand is necessary in order to control a robot hand with a 
human hand. For grasp mapping we have used an Artificial Neural Network(ANN), which can learn 
the mapping of the human hand space into the robot hand space. To obtain the measurements, we 
have used the Nest of Birds. It is a magnetic tracker that consists of an electronics unit, a 
transmitter, and four pose measuring sensors. Nest of Birds calculates the position and orientation 
of each sensor providing six degrees of freedom. The sensors are mounted on a glove, as illustrated 
in Figure 4: The centre sensor, mounted on the back side of the glove, serves as a reference sensor. 
It measures the position and orientation of the hand. The remaining three sensors are mounted on 
the thumb, index finger, and little finger, and provide fingertip position measurements. A two-
layered ANN was used to learn the mapping from the human hand to the robot hand. The input 
values are the position coordinates of each of the fingers. There are three fingers and their positions 
are in 3D which gives us nine input values. Note here that the coordinates are provided relative to 
the reference sensor on the back of the hand. The output layer has as many neurons as the number 
of DoFs of the robot hand, and each neuron corresponds to a joint angle.  

We have evaluated the grasp mapping on three different robot hands in order to study the mapping 
with respect to various levels of kinematics complexity. We first evaluated how good mapping we 
could obtain, using just seven training postures: open hand, each individual finger closed, and each 
half-closed. In the evaluation presented in [16], we have first concentrated only on posture 
mapping. While this mapping allows the user to form any posture with the robot hand, its accuracy 
may not be sufficient to grasp objects in an imitation scenario. In order to cope with this problem, 
we have also evaluated  a system where, in the input layer of the ANN, we introduce an additional 
neuron representing the size of the object. At this point, we assume the object to consist of a basic 
shape with the form of a cylinder or a cube. The size indicates the object radius for a cylindrical 
object, or the side of a cubic object. Thus, we need separate networks for grasping cylinders and 
cubes. 

The mapping system has also been used for automatic grasp generation for robotic hands, which is 
presented in detail in Deliverable D2.1. Here, experience and shape primitives are used in synergy 
and provide a basis not only for grasp generation but also for a grasp evaluation process when the 
exact pose of the object is not available.  The entire grasp sequence is thoroughly evaluated in a 
simulated environment, from learning a grasp to actually reaching it, including dynamic simulation 
of the grasp execution and modelling of corrective movements. Details are given in reference [E]. 
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6.2 Grasp Planning and Visual Object Localization 
To enable starting of manipulation and exploration tasks on a humanoid robot with five-fingered hands, we 
presented in [F] an integrated approach for grasp planning and visual object recognition and localisation. The 
central idea of this system is the existence of a database with the models of all the objects present in the robot 
workspace. From this central fact we developed two necessary modules: a visual system able to recognize 
and localize objects in real-time using stereo vision, and an offline grasp analyzer that provides the most 
feasible grasps configuration for each object.  

The results provided by these modules are stored and used by the control system of the humanoid to decide 
and execute the grasp of a particular object. The offline grasp analysis system determines the best grasp for 
the objects by employing a simulation system, together with CAD models of the objects and the hand. The 
results of this analysis are added to the object database using a description suited for the requirements of the 
grasp execution modules.  

A stereo camera system is used for a real-time object localization using a combination of appearance-based 
and model-based methods. Given an object, a grasp of that object will be described by the following features 
(Figure 5): Grasp type, grasp starting point (GSP), approaching direction, and hand orientation.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: The used five-fingered anthropomorphic hand with eight independent joints (left) and a schematics 
with the grasp descriptors. 

We perform an extensive analysis for each object that consists of testing a wide variety of hand preshapes 
and approach directions. This analysis is carried out on the simulation environment GraspIt! [17], where each 
tested grasp is evaluated according to a quality criterion. The resulting best grasps for each object are stored 
in order to be used during online execution on the robot. We considered five grasp types: precision pinch and 
tripod, power hook, cylindrical, and spherical. They are depicted in Figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 6: Hand preshapes for five grasp types. 

(c) Spherical (e) Tripod (d) Pinch (b) Cylindrical (a) Hook 

 
We want to emphasize that our approach in [F] describes a first step towards a complete humanoid grasping 
system. At this stage, the use of object and hand models allows the fast development and testing of multiple 
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interactive manipulation and grasping skills. In the long-term, it is our purpose to develop grasping and 
manipulation strategies allowing to deal with unmodelled and unknown objects. 

7. Links to other Workpackages  

The work on human motion capture presented here relates to the ideas presented in WP3. As the 
part of WP8, we have mainly concentrated on vision based, markerless human tracking for the goal 
of action understanding and imitation. In WP3, we concentrate primarily on the definition of action 
representation as well as modelling and evaluation of different methodologies for action recognition 
and understanding through motor primitives. 
 
A part of the work on grasping relates partially to WP2. However, in WP8 we are mostly interested 
in the issue of posture mapping from a human to robot hand, while WP2 concentrates on the 
modelling and evaluation of closed-loop grasp control and corrective movements. 
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1 Introduction

The idea of markerless human motion capture is to capture human motion
without any additional arrangements required, by operating on image se-
quences only. Implementing such a system on a humanoid robot and thus
giving the robot the ability to perceive human motion would be valuable for
various reasons. Captured trajectories, which are calculated in joint angle
space, can serve as a solid base for learning human-like movements. Commer-
cial human motion capture systems such as the VICON system, which are
popular both in the film industry and in the biological research field, require
reflective markers and time consuming manual post-processing of captured se-
quences. Therefore, such systems can only provide data for highly supervised
offline learning algorithms. In contrast, a real-time human motion capture
system using the image data acquired by the robot’s head would make one
big step toward autonomous online learning of movements. Another applica-
tion for the data computed by such a system is the recognition of actions
and activities, serving as a perceptive component for human-robot interac-
tion. However, providing data for learning of movements – often referred to
as learning-by-imitation – is the more challenging goal, since transforming
captured movements in configuration space into the robot’s kinematics and
reproducing them on the robot sets the higher demands to smoothness and
accuracy.

For application on an active head of a humanoid robot, a number of re-
strictions has to be coped with. In addition to the limitation to two cameras
positioned at approximately eye distance, one has to take into account that
an active head can potentially move. Furthermore, computations have to be
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performed in real-time, preferably at a frame rate of 30 Hz or higher, in order
to achieve optimal results.

The general problem definition is to find the correct configuration of the
underlying articulated 3d human model for each input image respectively
image tuple. The main problem is that search space increases exponentionally
with the number of Degrees Of Freedom (DOF). A realistic model of the
human body has at least 25 DOF, or 17 DOF if only modeling the upper
body, leading in both cases to a very high-dimensional search space.

There are several approaches to solve the general problem of markerless
human motion capture, differing in the sensors incorporated and the intended
application. When using multiple cameras, i.e. three or more cameras located
around the area of interest, two different systems have shown very good re-
sults. The one class of approaches is based on the calculation of 3d voxel data,
as done by [5, 13]. The other approach is based on particle filtering and be-
came popular by the work of Deutscher et al. [6]. Recently, we have started to
adapt and extend this system for real-time application on a humanoid robot
head [3], presenting the newest results in the following. Other approaches de-
pend on incorporation of an additional 3d sensor and the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm, such as the Swiss Ranger, as presented by [10]. How-
ever, for this system, the goal is not to acquire smooth trajectories but to
classify the activities of a human into categories, such as walking, waving,
bowing, etc. Other approaches concentrate on deriving as much information
as possible from monocular image sequences [15], and reducing the size of
the search space by applying restrictions to the range of possible movements,
e.g. by incorporating a task-specific dynamic model [14]. Our experience is
that it is not possible to build a general 3d human motion capture system,
since in many cases a single camera is not sufficient to determine accurate 3d
information, based on the principle depth through scaling. A further strategy
to reduce search space is search space decomposition i.e. performing a hierar-
chical search, as done by [8]. However, by doing this, the power of the system
is limited, since in many cases the global view is needed to determine the
correct configuration, e.g. for rotations around the body axis, the information
provided by the positions of the arms is very helpful.

We use the Bayesian framework Particle Filtering to compute the prob-
ability distribution of the current configuration, as described in detail in [3].
Particle filtering, also known as the Condensation Algorithm in the context
of visual tracking, as introduced in [9], has proven to be an applicable and
robust technique for contour tracking in general [4] [11] [12], and for human
motion capture in particular, as shown in [6] [15].

In particle filters, a larger search space requires a greater number of parti-
cles. One strategy to cope with this problem is to reduce the dimensionality of
configuration space by restricting the range of the subject’s potential move-
ments, as already mentioned, or to approach a linear relationship between the
dimension of configuration space and the size of the search space by perform-
ing a hierarchical search. A general but yet effective way to reduce the number
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of particles is based on the idea of Simulated Annealing, presented in [6, 7].
However, the final system, which uses three cameras at fixed positions in the
corners of a room, requires on average 15 seconds to process one frame on a
1 GHz PIII CPU [7].

Theoretically, an edge based cue would be already sufficient to track the
movements of a human – if using an adequate number of particles. To span
the search space with a sufficient resolution when using an edge based cue
only, millions of particles would be necessary for a successful tracker. There-
fore, the common approach using particle filters for human motion capture is
to combine edge and region information within the likelihood function, which
evaluates a given configuration matching the current observation. Although
this is a powerful approach, the computational effort is relatively high. Espe-
cially the evaluation of the region based cue is computationally expensive.

Our strategy is to combine as many cues derivable from the input images
as possible to reduce search space implicitly by achieving a higher convergence
of the probability distribution. We present a running system on our humanoid
robot ARMAR using the benefits of a stereo setup and combining edge, region
and skin color information. The initial configuration is found automatically – a
necessity for any perceptive component of a vision system. The system is able
to capture real 3d motion with a high smoothness and accuracy for a purely
vision based algorithm, without using markers or manual post-processing. The
processing rate of our algorithm is 15 Hz on a 3 GHz CPU.

2 Using Particle Filters for Human Motion Capture

Particle filtering has become popular for various visual tracking applications
– often also referred to as the Condensation Algorithm. The benefits of a
particle filter compared to a Kalman filter are the ability to track non-linear
movements and the property to store multiple hypotheses simultaneously. The
price one has to pay for these advantages is the higher computational effort.
The probability distribution representing the likelihood of the configurations
in configuration space matching the observations is modeled by a finite set
of N particles S = {(s1, π1), ..., (sN, πN)}, where si denotes one configuration
and πi the likelihood associated with it. The core of a particle filter is the
likelihood function p(z|s) computing the probabilities πi, where s denotes a
given configuration and z the current observations i.e. the current image pair.
This likelihood function must be evaluated for each particle for each frame
i.e. N · f times per second. As an example this means for N = 1000 particles
and f = 30 Hz N · f = 30000 evaluations per second. A detailed description
of using particle filters for human motion capture can be found in [3].

2.1 Edge Cue

Given the projected edges of a configuration s of the human model and the
current input image z, the likelihood function p(z|s) for the edge cue calculates
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the likelihood that the configuration leading to the set of projected edges is
the proper configuration i.e. matching the gradient image the most. The basic

Fig. 1. Illustration of the search of edges

technique is to traverse the projected edges and search at fixed distances ∆
for high-contrast features perpendicular to the projected edge within a fixed
search distance δ (in each direction) i.e. finding edge pixels in the camera
image, as illustrated in figure 1 [9]. For this purpose, usually the camera
image is preprocessed to generate an edge image using a gradient based edge
detector. The likelihood is calculated on the base of the Sum of Squared
Differences (SSD). For convenience of notation, it is assumed that all edges
are contained in one contiguous spline with M = L/∆ discretizations, where
L denotes the sum of the length of all projected edges in the current image.
The distance at which an edge feature has been found for the mth point is
denoted as dm and µ denotes a constant maximum error which is applied
in case no edge feature could be found. The likelihood function can then be
formulated as:

p(z|s) ∝ exp

{
− 1

2σ2M

M∑
m=1

f(dm, µ)

}
(1)

where f(ν, µ) = min(ν2, µ2). Another approach is to spread the gradients
in the gradient image with a Gaussian Filter or any other suitable operator
and to sum the gradient values along a projected edge, as done in [6], rather
than performing a search perpendicular to each pixel of the projected edge.
By doing this, the computational effort is reduced significantly, even when
picking the highest possible discretization of ∆ = 1 pixel. Furthermore, one
does not have to make the non-trivial decision which gradient pixel to take
for each pixel of the projected edge. Assuming that the spread gradient map
has been remapped between 0 and 1, the modified likelihood function can be
formulated as:

pg(z|s) ∝ exp

− 1
2σ2

gMg

Mg∑
m=1

(1− gm)2

 (2)

where gm denotes the remapped gradient value for the mth point.
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2.2 Region Cue

The second cue commonly used is region-based, for which a foreground seg-
mentation technique has to be applied. The segmentation algorithm to be
picked is independent from the likelihood function itself. The most common
approach is background subtraction. However, this segmentation method as-
sumes a static camera setup and is therefore not suitable for application on
a potentially moving robot head. Another option is to segment motion by
using difference images or optical flow. Both methods also assume a static
camera setup. It has to be mentioned that there are extensions of the ba-
sic optical flow algorithm that allow to distinguish real motion in the scene
and ego-motion [16]. However, the problem with all motion based methods –
which does not include background subtraction – is that the quality of the
segmentation result is not sufficient for a region-based cue. Only those parts of
the image that contain edges or any other kind of texture can be segmented,
and the silhouette of segmented moving objects often contains parts of the
background, resulting in a relatively blurred segmentation result.

Having segmented the foreground in the input image, where foreground
pixels are set to 1 and background pixels are set to 0, the likelihood function
commonly used can be formulated as [6]:

pr(z|s) ∝ exp

{
− 1

2σ2
rMr

Mr∑
m=1

(1− rm)2
}

(3)

where rm denotes the segmentation value of the mth pixel from the set of
pixels of all projected body part regions. Although this function can be opti-
mized further, using the fact that rm ∈ {0, 1}, its computation is still rather
inefficient. The bottleneck is the computation of the set of all M projected
pixels together with reading the corresponding values from the segmentation
map.

2.3 Fusion of Multiple Cues

The both introduced cues are fused by simply multiplying the two likelihood
functions resulting in:

pg,r(z|s) ∝ exp

{
−1

2

(∑Mg

m=1(1− gm)2

σ2
gMg

+
∑Mr

m=1(1− rm)2

σ2
rMr

)}
(4)

Any other cue can be fused within the particle filter with the same rule.
One way of combining the information provided by multiple cameras is to
incorporate the likelihoods for each image in the exact same manner [6]. In our
system, we additionally use 3d information which can be computed explicitly
by knowing the stereo calibration. This separate cue is then combined with
the other likelihoods with the same method, as will be described in Section 3.
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3 Multiple Cues in the proposed System

In this section, we want to introduce the cues our system is based on. Instead
of the commonly used region-based likelihood function pr, as introduced in
Equation (3), we incorporate the result of foreground segmentation in a more
efficient way, as will be introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we will present
the results of studies regarding the effectivity of the introduced cues, leading
to a new likelihood function. As already mentioned, we use the benefits of a
stereo system in an additional explicit way, as will be introduced in 3.3. The
final combined likelihood function is presented in Section 3.4.

3.1 Edge Filtering using Foreground Segmentation

When looking deeper into the region-based likelihood function pr, one can
state two separate abilities:

• Leading to a faster convergence of the particle filter
• Compensating the failure of the edge-based likelihood function in cluttered

backgrounds

The first property is discussed in detail in Section 3.2, and an efficient alterna-
tive is presented. The second property can be implemented explicitly by using
the result of foreground segmentation directly to generate a filtered edge map,
containing only foreground edge pixels. In general, there are two possibilities:

• Filtering the gradient image by masking out background pixels with the
segmentation result

• Calculating gradients on the segmentation result

While the first alternative preserves more details in the image, the second
alternative computes a sharper silhouette. Furthermore, in the second case
gradient computation can be optimized for binarized input images, which
is why we currently use this approach. As explained in Section 2.2, the only
commonly used foreground segmentation technique is background subtraction,
which we cannot use, since the robot head can potentially move. It has to be
mentioned that taking into account that the robot head can move is not a
burden, but there are several benefits of using an active head, which will be
discussed in Section 7. As an alternative to using background subtraction, we
are using a solid colored shirt, which allows us to perform tests practically
anywhere in our lab. Since foreground segmentation is performed in almost
any markerless human motion capture system, we do not restrict ourselves
compared to other approaches, but only trade in the restriction of wearing
a colored shirt for the need of having a completely static setup. We want to
point out that the proposed generation of a filtered edge map does not depend
on the segmentation technique.
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3.2 Cue Studies and Distance Likelihood Function

In order to understand which are the benefits and drawbacks of each likeli-
hood function and thus getting a feeling of what a likelihood function can do
and what not, it is helpful to take a look at the corresponding probability
distributions in a simple one-dimensional example. The experiment we use in
simulation is tracking a square of fixed size in 2d, which can be simplified
furthermore to tracking the intersection of a square with a straight line along
the straight line i.e. in one dimension. The model of the square to be tracked
is defined by the midpoint (x, y) and the edge length k, where y and k are
constant and x is the one dimensional configuration to be predicted. In the
following, we want to compare three different likelihood functions separately:
the gradient-based cue pg, the region-based cue pr, and a third cue pd, which
is based on the euclidian distance:

pd(z|s) ∝ exp
{
− 1

2σ2
d

|f(s)− c|2
}

(5)

where c is an arbitrary dimensional vector which has been calculated previ-
ously on the base of the observations z, and f : Rdim(s) → Rdim(c) is a transfor-
mation mapping a configuration s to the vector space of c. In our example, c
denotes the midpoint of the square in the observation z, dim(s) = dim(c) = 1,
and f(s) = s. For efficiency considerations, we have used the squared euclid-
ian distance, practically resulting in the SSD. Evidently, in this simple case,
there is no need to use a particle filter for tracking, if the configuration to be
predicted c can be determined directly. However, in this example, we want
to show the characteristic properties of the likelihood function pd, in order to
describe the performance in the final likelihood function of the human motion
capture system, presented in the sections 3.3 and 3.4. For the experiments, we
used N = 15 particles and picked σg = σr =

√
5 and σd = 0.1. In the update

step of the particle filter we applied gaussian noise only, with an amplification
factor of ω = 3. The task was to find a static square with k = 70, based on
the pixel data at the intersection of the square with the x-axis. As one can see
in Figure 2, the gradient-based likelihood function pg produces the narrowest
distribution. The probability distributions produced by pr and pd are rela-
tively similar; their narrowness can be adjusted by varying σr respectively σd.
The effect of each distribution can be seen in Figure 3. While with starting
points in a close neighborhood of the goal the gradient cue leads to the fastest
convergence, the region cue and the distance cue converge faster the farther
the starting point is away from the goal. In the figures 4-6, the initial dis-
tance from the goal ∆x0 was varied. As expected, pg leads to the fastest and
smoothest convergence for ∆x0 = 5. ∆x0 = 15 is already close to the border
of the convergence radius for pg; the particle filter first tends to the wrong
direction and then finally converges to the goal position. With ∆x0 = 80, it
is by far impossible for pg to find the global maximum, it converges to the
(wrong) local maximum, matching the right edge of the model with the left
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Fig. 3. Comparison of iteration numbers: an iteration number of 100 indicates that
the goal was not found

edge of the square in the image. For ∆x0 = 5 and ∆x0 = 15, pr and pd behave
quite similar. However, for ∆x0 = 80, pd converges significantly faster, since
it has the global view at any time. In contrast, pr has to approach the goal
slowly to reach the area, in which it can converge fast. As a conclusion, one
can state that whenever possible to determine a discrete point directly, it is
the best choice to use the likelihood function pd rather than pr. While it is not
possible to do a successful tracking without the edge cue – especially when
scaling has to be taken into account – it is also not possible to rely on the
edge cue only. The higher the dimensionality of search space is, the more dras-
tic the lack of a sufficient number of particles becomes. Thus, in the case of
human motion capture with dimensions of 17 and greater, the configurations
will never perfectly match the image observations. Note, that the simulated
experiment examined a static case. In the dynamic case, the robustness of the
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tracker is always related to the frame rate at which images are captured and
processed, and to the speed of the subject’s movements. In the next section,
we show how the likelihood function pd is incorporated in our system in 3d,
leading to a significant implicit reduction of the search space.
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3.3 Using Stereo Information

There are various ways to use stereo information in a vision system. One
possibility is to calculate depth maps, however, the quality of depth maps is
in general not sufficient and only rather rough information can be derived from
them. Another option in a particle filter framework is to project the model
into both the left and the right image and evaluate the likelihood function for
both images and multiply the the resulting likelihoods, as already mentioned
in Section 2.3. This approach can be described as implicit stereo. A third
alternative is to determine correspondences for specific features in the image
pair and calculate the 3d position for each match explicitly by triangulation.

In the proposed system, we use both implicit stereo and stereo triangu-
lation. As features we use the hands and the head, which are segmented by
color and matched in a preprocessing step. Thus, the hands and the head
can be understood as three natural markers. The image processing line for
determining the positions of the hands and the head in the input image is
described in Section 4.

In principal, there are two alternatives to use the likelihood function pd

together with skin color blobs: apply pd in 2d for each image separately and
let the 3d position be calculated implicitly by the particle filter, or apply pd in
3d to the triangulated 3d positions of the matched skin color blobs. We have
experienced that the first approach does not lead to a robust acquisition of 3d
information. This circumstance is not surprising, since in a high dimensional
space the mismatch between the number of particles used and the size of the
search space is more drastic. This leads, together with the fact the in Figure
4 the prediction result of the likelihood function pd is noisy within an area of
1-2 pixels in a very simple experiment, to a considerable error of the implicit
stereo calculation in the real scenario. The accuracy of stereo triangulation
decreases with the distance from the camera in a squared relationship. In
order to observe the complete upper body of a human, the subject has to
be located at a distance of at least 2-3 meters from the camera head. Thus,
a potential error of two or more pixels in each camera image can lead to a
significant error of the triangulation result. For this reason, in the proposed
system, we apply pd in 3d to the triangulation result of matched skin color
blobs. By doing this, the particle filter is forced to always move the peak of
the probability distribution toward configurations in which the positions of
the hands and the head from the model are very close to the real 3d positions,
which have been determined on the base of the image observations.

3.4 Final Likelihood Function

In the final likelihood function, we use two different components: the edge
cue based on the likelihood function pg, and the distance cue based on the
likelihood function pd, as explained in the sections 3.2 and 3.3. We have expe-
rienced that when leaving out the square in Equation (2), i.e. calculating the
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Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) instead of the Sum Of Squared Differences
(SSD), the quality of the results remains the same for our application. In this
special case one can optimize pg further, resulting in:

p′
g(z|s) ∝ exp

− 1
2σ2

g

(1− 1
Mg

Mg∑
m=1

gm)

 (6)

For a system capable of real-time application, we have decided to replace the
region-based cue based on pr completely by the distance cue based on pd. As
our experimental results show, and as expected by the studies from Section
3.2, by doing this, a relatively small set of particles is sufficient for a successful
system. The distance cue drags the peak of the distribution into a subspace in
which the hands and the head are located at the true positions. Thus, search
space is reduced implicitly, practically leaving the choice in this subspace to
the cooperating gradient cue, based on the likelihood function p′

g. In order to
formulate the distance cue, first the function di(s, c) is defined as:

di(s, c) :=
{
|fi(s)− c|2 : c 6= 0

0 : otherwise (7)

where n := dim(s) is the number of DOF of the human modal, dim(c) = 3,
i ∈ {1, 2, 3} to indicate the function for the left hand, right hand or the head.
The transformation fi : Rn → R3 transforms the n-dimensional configuration
of the human model into the 3d position of the left hand, right hand or head
respectively, using the forward kinematics of the human model. Furthermore:

g(c) :=
{

1 : c 6= 0
0 : otherwise (8)

The likelihood function for the distance cue is then formulated as:

p′
d(z|s) ∝ exp

{
− 1

2σ2
d

d1(s, c1) + d2(s, c2) + d3(s, c3)
g(c1) + g(c2) + g(c3)

}
(9)

where the vector ci are computed on the base of the image observations z using
skin color segmentation and stereo triangulation, as explained in Section 3.3. If
the position of a hand or the head can not be determined because of occlusions
or any other disturbance, the corresponding vector ci is set to the zero vector.
Note that this does not falsify the resulting probability distribution in any way.
Since all likelihoods of a generation k are independent from the likelihoods
calculated for any previous generation, the distribution for each generation
is also independent. Thus, it does not make any difference that in the last
image pair one ci was present, and in the next image pair it is not. The final
likelihood function is the product of p′

g and p′
d:

p(z|s) ∝ exp

−1
2

 1
σ2

d

3∑
i=1

di(s, ci)
g(ci)

+
1
σ2

g

(1− 1
Mg

Mg∑
m=1

gm)

 (10)
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4 Image Processing Line

The image processing line is a pipeline, transforming the input image pair into
a skin color map and a gradient map, which are then used by the likelihood
function presented in Section 3.4. In Figure 7, the image processing line for
one image is shown; in the system the pipeline is applied twice: once for the
left and once for the right input image. After the input images are smoothed
with a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel, the HSI image is computed. The HSI image is
then filtered twice, once for skin color segmentation and once for foreground
segmentation by segmenting the shirt color. A simple 1× 2 gradient operator
is applied to the segmented foreground image, which is sufficient and the most
efficient for a binarized image. Finally, a gradient pixel map is generated by
applying a 3× 3 or 5× 5 Gaussian kernel, as done in [6]. Currently, the hands

Smooth HSI

Skin Color
Segmentation

Shirt Segmentation

Gradients

Eroded Skin Color MapGradient Pixel Map

Fig. 7. Visualization of the image processing line

and the head are segmented using a fixed interval color model in HSI color
space. The resulting color blobs are matched, taking into account their size,
the ratio between the height and width of the bounding box, and the epipolar
geometry. By doing this, false regions in the background can be discarded
easily. Finally, the centroids of matched regions are triangulated using the
parameters of the calibrated stereo setup. As will be discussed in Section 7,
we are currently working on implementing a more sophisticated hand-/head-
tracking system, which allows to deal with occlusions of skin colored regions.

5 Integrating Vision Toolkit

The complete system has been implemented using the Integrating Vision
Toolkit (IVT) extensively [2]. With the IVT, the complete image processing
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line presented in Section 4 could be implemented in less than 50 lines of code.
The IVT provides a clean interface to capture devices of any kind, providing
a convenient application for stereo camera calibration based on the OpenCV.
For implementing Graphical User Interfaces, QT is integrated optionally, as
well as the OpenCV library for image processing routines which are not yet
available. The library is implemented in an easy-to-use software architecture,
hiding all dependencies behind clean interfaces. The IVT fully supports the
operating systems Linux, Mac OS and Windows. The project is available on
Sourceforge; the link is included in the References.

6 Experimental Results

The experiments being presented in this section were performed on the hu-
manoid robot ARMAR. In the robot head, two Dragonfly cameras are po-
sitioned at a distance of approximately eleven centimeters. As input for the
image processing line, we used a resolution of 320× 240, captured at a frame
rate of 25 Hz. The particle filter was run with a set of N = 1000 particles.
The computation times for one image pair, processed on a 3 GHz CPU, are
listed in Table 1. As one can see, the processing rate of the system is 15
Hz, which is not yet real-time for an image sequence captured at 25 Hz,
but very close. Of course, if moving more slowly, a processing rate of 15
Hz is sufficient. The relationship between the speed of the movements to
be tracked and the frame rate at which the images are captured (and for
real-time application processed) is briefly discussed in Section 7. In Figure

Time [ms]

Image Processing Line 14

1000 Forward Kinematics and Projection 23

1000 Evaluations of Likelihood Function 29

Total 66

Table 1. Processing times with N = 1000 particles on a 3 GHz CPU

8, six screenshots are shown which show how the system automatically ini-
tializes itself. No configuration is told the system; it autonomously finds the
only possible configuration matching the observations. Figure 9 shows four
screenshots of the same video sequence, showing the performance of the hu-
man motion capture system tracking a punch with the left hand. The cor-
responding video and videos of other sequences can be downloaded from
http://i61www.ira.uka.de/users/azad/videos.
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Fig. 8. Screenshots showing automatic initialization

Fig. 9. Screenshots showing tracking performance

7 Discussion

We have presented an image-based markerless human motion capture system
for real-time application. The system is capable of computing very smooth and
accurate trajectories in configuration space for such a system. We presented
our strategy of multi-cue fusion within the particle filter, and showed the
results of studies examining the properties of the cues commonly used and
a further distance cue. We showed that by using this distance cue combined
with stereo vision, which has not yet been used in markerless human motion
capture, we could reduce the size of the search space implicitly. This reduction
of search space allows us to capture human motion with a particle filter using
as few as 1000 particles with a processing rate of 15 Hz on a 3 GHz CPU. We
plan to investigate and implement several improvements of the system:

• Currently, the subsystem for detection of the hands and the head in the
images is not powerful enough to deal with occlusions of skin-colored re-
gions in the image. To overcome this problem, we are currently working
on implementing a more sophisticated hand and head tracking system, as
presented by Argyros et al. [1]. By doing this, we expect the system to be
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able to robustly track long and complicated sequences, since it will not be
required to try to avoid occlusions between the hands and the hand.

• For any kind of tracking, the effective size of the search space increases
exponentially with the potential speed of the movements respectively de-
creases exponentially with the frame rate at which images are captured.
For this reason, the human motion capture systems with the most convinc-
ing results use a framerate of 60 Hz or higher, as done by [6]. Commercial
marker-based tracking systems use a frame rate of 100 Hz up to 400 Hz
and higher, to acquire smooth trajectories. For this reason, we want to
perform further tests with the new Dragonfly2 camera, which is capable
of providing the same image data as the Dragonfly camera, but at a frame
rate of 60 Hz instead of 30 Hz.

• In the theory of particle filters, there exist several methods to decrease
the effectively needed number of particles by modification of the standard
filtering algorithm. For this purpose, we want to investigate the work on
Partitioned Sampling [12] and Annealed Particle Filtering [6].

• We plan to extend the human model by incorporating the legs and feet
into the human model. Especially for this purpose, we want to use the
benefits of an active head, since with a static head it is hardly possible to
have the complete human in the field of vision of the robot at one time
step.

To our best knowledge, the proposed system is the first purely image-based
markerless human motion capture system designed for a robot head which
can track human movements with such accuracy and smoothness, and being
suitable for real-time application at the same time. The system does not as-
sume a static camera in any way; future work will also concentrate on running
experiments using this benefit of being able to capture human motion while
tracking the subject actively.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a framework for per-
ception, visualization, reproduction and recognition of human
motion. On the perception side, various human motion capture
systems exist, all of them having in common to calculate a
sequence of configuration vectors for the human model in the
core of the system. These human models may be 2D or 3D
kinematic models, or on a lower level, 2D or 3D positions of
markers. However, for appropriate visualization in terms of a 3D
animation, and for reproduction on an actual robot, the acquired
motion must be mapped to the target 3D kinematic model. On
the understanding side, various action and activity recognition
systems exist, which assume input of different kinds. However,
given human motion capture data in terms of a high-dimensional
3D kinematic model, it is possible to transform the configurations
into the appropriate representation which is specific to the recog-
nition module. We will propose a complete architecture, allowing
the replacement of any perception, visualization, reproduction
module, or target platform. In the core of our architecture,
we define a reference 3D kinematic model, which we intend
to become a common standard in the robotics community, to
allow sharing different software modules and having common
benchmarks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the recent past, research on visual perception and un-
derstanding of human motion has become of high interest.
On the one hand, a large number of various approaches
on the perception side exists, resulting in different human
motion capture systems, producing output in terms of different
models and stored in different formats. On the other hand,
many action recognition and activity recognition systems exist,
expecting input data specific to their own internal represen-
tation. Furthermore, any target platform for the reproduction
of human motion, namely 3D models for animation and
simulation purposes, and humanoid robots, expects human
motion capture data in terms of its own 3D kinematic model.
Because of this fact, currently it is not possible to exchange
single modules in an overall infrastructure for a humanoid
robot, including perception, visualization, reproduction, and
recognition of human motion. Furthermore, having common
benchmarks is only feasible when a common representation
for human motion is shared.

Methods for modeling, generating of human motion and
its reproduction on humanoid robots have been proposed in
robotics and computer graphics ([1], [2], [3], [4]). These
methods involve capturing full body motion of a human

performer using human motion capture systems and the trans-
formation of the motion to the kinematics of a humanoid
robot or human figures. To answer the question of how to
generate and represent motor primitives in imitation learning
architectures, several approaches have been proposed. In most
related researches, continuous Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
are used, where the Viterbi algorithm plays an important
role to generate a close motion to the observation. In [5], a
stochastic model has been proposed that abstracts the whole
body motion as symbols and integrates motion recognition,
generation and symbolization of motion patterns. Nakamura
presents in [6] a stochastic mimesis model for the imitation
of new observed motions without learning the motion and for
the online acquisition of motion patterns.

Human motion capture systems can be generally divided
into marker-based and markerless systems. Marker-based sys-
tems are widely used in the film and animation industry, and in
the research field of human motion analysis. One of the most
popular marker-based motion capture systems is the VICON
system [7], which can track a set of reflective markers that
are attached to the person to be tracked. Such systems can
acquire a very high accuracy and a high temporal resolution;
their output is a set of 3D positions of markers over time
in first place. This output data has then to be post-processed
manually, and if necessary translated into the configuration
space of a given 3D human model by determining rotations
on the base of adjacent markers, as done in [8].

Markerless systems are often used in the context of vi-
sual perception for humanoid robot systems. Recently, many
approaches have been proposed, differing in the number,
type, and arrangement of the sensors incorporated, real-time
applicability, the ability to perceive 2D or real 3D motion, and
the smoothness of the output trajectories. When using multiple
cameras, i.e. three or more cameras located around the area of
interest, two different systems have shown very good results.
The one class of approaches is based on the calculation of
3D voxel data, as done by [9], [10]. The other approach is
based on particle filtering and became popular by the work
of Deutscher et al. [11] for multi-camera systems, and later
by [12] for the specific case of monocular image sequences.
Recently, we have started to adapt and extend this system for
real-time application on a humanoid robot head ([13], [14]).
Other approaches depend on incorporation of an additional 3D



sensor and theIterative Closest Point(ICP) algorithm, such
as the Swiss Ranger, as presented by [15].

The output data computed by the mentioned systems is
intended to be used for different applications, namely action
and activity recognition, and the reproduction of movements
on a humanoid robot system. For visualization and evaluation
purposes, the data is usually also applied to a 3D human
model. The problem is that most human motion capture
systems are intended for the mentioned applications, but in
practice the transfer rarely happens. The reason is that each
system is based on its own representation and therefore the
output data is always given in terms of this specific human
model with its own data format, which is in general not
compatible with systems for action or activity recognition,
or the kinematic model of an actual robot system. Since one
research group cannot deal with all the mentioned issues, it is
crucial to overcome this deficiency to allow for compatibility
of any module developed for any of the mentioned purposes. In
the following, we propose a framework, defining a reference
3D kinematic human model in its core, and presenting the
architecture, with which all modules are connected together.
As a practical example, we show how we built in a markerless
human motion capture system developed at our institute and
the humanoid robot ARMAR III for reproduction of move-
ments.

Fig. 1. ARMAR III with sensor head

II. H UMAN MOTION CAPTURE

In this section, we want to give a short outline of marker-
based and markerless human motion capture systems, in
particular concentrating on the data input and output of the
systems. In Section III, we show how their output can be
mapped to one canonical representation.

A. Markerless Human Motion Capture

As mentioned in Section I, various approaches for marker-
less human motion capture exist. Here, we want to introduce
a system intended for real-time application on an active
head of a humanoid robot system, which has been developed
at our institute ([13], [14]). The input of the system is a

stereo color image sequence, captured with two calibrated
Dragonfly cameras built-in into the head of the humanoid robot
ARMAR III, which can be seen in Figure 1. The input images
are preprocessed, generating output for the gradient cue, the
distance cue, and an optional region cue, as described in [14].
The image processing pipeline for this purpose is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Smooth HSI

Skin Color
Segmentation

Shirt Segmentation

Gradients

Eroded Skin Color MapGradient Pixel Map

Fig. 2. Visualization of the image processing line

Based on the output of the image processing pipeline, a
particle filter is used for tracking the movements in configu-
ration space. The overall likelihood function to compute the
a-posteriori probabilities is formulated as:

p(z|s) ∝ exp
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wheres is the configuration to be evaluated,z is a general
denotation for the current observations i.e. the current input
image pair, andci ∈ R3 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the
triangulated 3D position of the hands and the head. The
function di(s, c) is defined as:

di(s, c) :=
{

|fi(s)− c|2 : c 6= 0
0 : otherwise ,

where n := dim(s) is the number of DoF of the human
model. The transformationfi : Rn → R3 transforms then-
dimensional configuration of the human model into the 3D
position of the left hand, right hand, or head respectively, using
the forward kinematics of the human model.

The gm with m ∈ {1, . . . ,Mg} denote the intensity values
in the gradient image (which is derived from the input images
z) at the Mg pixel coordinates of the projected contour of
the human model for a given configurations. This process
is performed for both input images using the calibration
parameters of each camera.

A detailed description is given in [14]. For each image pair
of the input sequence the output of the system is the estimation
of the particle filter, given by the weighted means over all
particles. The format of the output configurations is:

s = (tBT θBT θLS θLE θRS θRE)T ,



where BT denotes the base transformation,LS and RS
the shoulder joints for the left and right arm, andLE and
RE the elbow joints.tBT ∈ R1×3 is the base transla-
tion, θBT ,θLS ,θRS ∈ R1×3 are rotations given in the
Euler conventionRX′Z′Y ′(α, β, γ), and θRE , θRE ∈ R are
scalar values for the elbow angleα in the Euler convention
RX′Z′Y ′(α, 0, 0). The Euler angle conventions can be found
in the Appendix B of [16].

B. Marker-based Human Motion Capture

Marker-based human motion capture systems are commer-
cially available and often used in the film and animation
industry. The probably most popular one is the VICON system,
which consists of a set of infrared cameras, with each having
a diode array attached to it. The system offers a convenient
calibration routine, which makes it possible to determine 3D
positions for the reflective markers that come with the system.
Since occlusions can occur, it is necessary to postprocess the
output, which can be relatively time-consuming, depending on
the number of markers used. In Figure 3, a typical marker
setup for the acquisition of human upper body motion is
illustrated. Having postprocessed the data, the human motion
capture data, which consists of a temporal sequence of 3D
marker position sets, can be used for various purposes.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a marker-based human motion capture setup from [8]

For action recognition, it is possible either to use the plain
3D marker positions as input directly, or use trajectories in
joint angle space. For the second approach, the trajectories
of 3D marker position have to be transformed to joint angle
trajectories by deriving rotations from the positions of adjacent
markers, as described in [8]. Depending on the target kine-
matic model of the transformation, the joint angle trajectories
can be used for visualization with an articulated 3D human
model, or reproduced on an actual humanoid robot system.
However, the problem is that usually this approach is a dead-
end, since the target kinematic model is determined in advance,
and therefore, the final data can be used only for the one
desired purpose. Only with a lot of effort, human motion
capture data can be shared within the robotics community,

since an agreement on a common representation has been
missing so far.

III. M ASTER MOTOR MAP

To overcome the deficiencies mentioned above, we propose
a reference kinematic model, which we will call theMaster
Motor Map (MMM) in the following. The strategy is to define
the maximum number of DoF that might be used by any
visualization, recognition, or reproduction module, but not
more than that. The H-Anim 1.1 specification [17] defines a
joint for each vertebra of the spine, which is not suitable for
the robotic applications mentioned. Moreover, the H-Anim 1.1
specification does only define relative joint positions in terms
of a graph, but not the actual kinematic model including the
joint angle conventions for each joint, which is crucial for
any robotic application. Therefore, we have defined a subset
of the H-Anim 1.1 specification and have specified the joint
angle conventions for each joint.

The joints which build the subset of H-Anim
1.1 are skullbase, vc7, vt6, pelvis, Humanoid-
Root, l hip/r hip, l knee/r knee, l ankle/r ankle,
l sternoclavicular/r sternoclavicular, l shoulder/r shoulder,
l elbow/r elbow, and l wrist/r wrist. The numbers of DoF
and the Euler angle conventions are listed in Table I. The
kinematic model for the MMM is illustrated in Figure 4.

DoF Euler angles
skullbase 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
vc7 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
vt6 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
pelvis 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
HumanoidRoot 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
l hip / r hip 3 + 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
l knee / rknee 1 + 1 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, 0, 0)
l ankle / rankle 3 + 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
l sternoclavicular / rsternoclavicular 3 + 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
l shoulder / rshoulder 3 + 3 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, γ)
l elbow / r elbow 2 + 2 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, β, 0)
l wrist / r wrist 2 + 2 RX′Z′Y ′ (α, 0, γ)
Total 52

TABLE I

NUMBER OF DEGREES OFFREEDOM AND EULER ANGLE CONVENTIONS

FOR THE JOINTS OF THEMMM

The file format is specified as follows. The 52-dimensional
configuration vectors are written sequentially to a text file,
where each component is a floating point number formatted
as readable text. All components are separated by whitespace.
After one configuration, an additional floating point value
specifies the associated timestamp in milliseconds. Since one
configuration contains a fixed number of 53 numbers (includ-
ing the timestamp), it is not necessary to introduce an explicit
end of one configuration. For readability, it is recommended to
put a line break after each timestamp instead of a space. The
order of the 52 floating point numbers for the configuration
vector is:

(tRT θRT θSB θV C7 θP θV T6 θLSC θLS θLE θLW

θRSC θRS θRE θRW θLH θLK θLA θRH θRK θRA)T
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the MMM kinematic model

whereRT denotes the root transformation,SB the skull base
joint, P the pelvis joint,LSC/RSC the sternoclavicular joints,
LS/RS the shoulder joints,LE/RE the elbow joints,LH/RH
the hip joints,LK/RK the knee joints, andLA/RA the ankle
joints. The length of each vector is given by the number of
DoF, given in Table I.

IV. FRAMEWORK AND CONVERTERMODULES

In the following, we propose the framework which con-
nects all mentioned modules, namely responsible for data
acquisition, visualization, reproduction, and recognition. In the
core of the framework is the MMM, as specified in Section
III. All perceptive modules have an additionally implemented
converter module, which transforms the output data to the
MMM. Modules for visualization, reproduction, and recog-
nition, which need motion capture data as input, implement
an additional converter module, which transforms the data
provided in the MMM format to the required input data format.
This framework is illustrated in Figure 5.

The converter modules implement the transformation from
one human motion representation to the MMM, or vice versa.
In the case of marker-based human motion capture systems,
this transformation is computed on the base of adjacent mark-
ers, as described in [8]. For all other modules, the converter
module has to perform a transformation between two different
kinematic models. There are five common basic types of
adaptations which can occur in such a transformation:

1) Changing the order of values (all modules).
2) Setting zeroes for joint angles which are not captured

(perception modules).
3) Ignoring joint angle values which can or are not to be

used (reproduction and recognition modules).
4) Transformations between two different Euler angle con-

ventions for a ball joint (all modules).
5) Adaptations that include more than one joint, if the

target module does not offer the corresponding degrees
of freedom (reproduction and recognition modules).

We will show three example converter modules, covering all
five mentioned cases. One converter module is for mapping
the output of our markerless human motion capture system
to the MMM, the second for mapping the MMM to the
kinematic model for the humanoid robot ARMAR, and the
third for transforming 6D task space trajectories to the MMM.
Cases 1, 2, and 3 are trivial. Case 4 can be solved by
carefully calculating the conversion between two Euler angle
conventions, as will be shown. Case 5 can not be generalized;
we will show an example for the humanoid robot ARMAR.
In the following, the notation0i denotes the transposed zero
vector ofRi i.e. 0i ∈ {0}1×i.

A. Conversion Example 1

Here, we show how the output of our markerless human
motion capture system is mapped to the MMM. The conver-
sion covers the cases 1 and 2; case 4 does not occur, since
the Euler angle conventions for the shoulder joints are both
RX′Z′Y ′(α, β, γ), as is the base rotation for both models.
Cases 3 and 5 are not of interest for perception modules. The
transformation is formulated as follows:

f1 : R14 → R52

(tBT θBT θLS θLE θRS θRE)T →
(tBT θBT 015 θLS θLE 06 θRS θRE 017)T

B. Conversion Example 2

Here, we show how the MMM is mapped to the kinematic
model of the humanoid robot ARMAR. The conversion covers
the cases 1, 3, 4, and 5. Case 2 is only of interest for perception
modules. The first problem is that ARMAR does not have
the sternoclavicular joint, which is an example for case 5.
One solution is to calculate the effective rotation matrix for
the combination of the sternoclavicular and the shoulder joint.
The effective rotation for the sternoclavicular and the shoulder
joints is then formulated as:

RLS′ = RX′Z′Y ′(θLSC) ·RX′Z′Y ′(θLS)
RRS′ = RX′Z′Y ′(θRSC) ·RX′Z′Y ′(θRS) ,
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the proposed framework

where the notationR(θ) meansR(α, β, γ) with (α β γ) =
θ. In the following, c denotes the side, which is necessary
because ARMAR III has different coordinate systems for the
two sides, in contrast to the MMM:

c :=
{

1 : left
−1 : right

Then, the kinematics for the shoulder joint of ARMAR III are
defined as:

RS,ARMAR(c, α, β, γ)
= Ry(cπ

6 ) ·Rx(−π
2 ) ·Rz(−cα) ·Rx(β) ·Ry(cγ)

= Ry(cπ
6 ) ·Rx(−π

2 ) ·RZ′X′Y ′(−cα, β, cγ)

The problem of calculating the transformed rotation can be
formulated as finding the anglesα, β, γ so that:

RLS′ = RS,ARMAR(1, α, β, γ)
RRS′ = RS,ARMAR(−1, α, β, γ)

and furthermore:

RL := Rx(−π

2
)T ·Ry(

π

6
)T ·RLS′ = RZ′X′Y ′(−α, β, γ)

RR := Rx(−π

2
)T ·Ry(−π

6
)T ·RRS′ = RZ′X′Y ′(α, β,−γ)

In the following, we determine the solution for the left shoul-
der; the solution for the right shoulder can be determined anal-
ogously. First, we need the rotation matrixRZ′X′Y ′(−α, β, γ):

RZ′X′Y ′(−α, β, γ)

=

 sαsβsγ + cαcγ sαcβ −sαsβcγ + cαsγ
cαsβsγ − sαcγ cαcβ −cαsβcγ − sαsγ

−cβsγ sβ cβcγ


=

 r1 r2 r3

r4 r5 r6

r7 r8 r9

 = RL

The two possible solutions can then be calculated by:

α = atan2(±r2,±r5) (1)

β = atan2(r8,±
√

r2
2 + r2

5) (2)

γ = atan2(∓r7,±r9) (3)

These can be disambiguated by taking into account maximum
joint angle constraints. To formulate the complete conversion,
we define for the left shoulder:

gl : R6 → R3 : (θLSC θLS) → (α β γ)T ,

as given in the equations (1)-(3);gr is defined analogously.
The final conversion is then given by:

f2 : R52 → R14

(tRT θRT θSB θV C7 θP θV T6 θLSC θLS θLE θLW

θRSC θRS θRE θRW θLH θLK θLA θRH θRK θRA)T →

(gl

(
θT

LSC

θT
LS

)T

θLE θLW gr

(
θT

RSC

θT
RS

)T

θRE θRW )T

C. Conversion Example 3

This example is important for the programming and exe-
cution of manipulation tasks, which are specified in terms of
object trajectories. Using a magnetic tracking system (Fasttrak,
www.polhemus.com), both the position and the orientation of
the hand(x y z α β γ)T is tracked in Cartesian space. The
mapping to the MMM is provided by a closed-form inverse
kinematics algorithm, which computes the transformation for
an arm:

f3 : R6 → R7 :
(x y z α β γ)T → (θLS θLE θLW )T



In solving the inverse kinematics problem of the arm, the
arm redundancy is used for the generation of human-like
arm postures. The arm joint angles are reconstructed using
a sensorimotor transformation model, which was found in
physiological observation of human arm movements [18]. The
model maps the Cartesian wrist position to a natural arm
posture using a set of representation parameters, which are
the upperarm elevation, the forearm elevation, the upperarm
yaw, and the forearm yaw. Once these parameters are obtained,
the shoulder and elbow joint angles are calculated to match
the hand position whereas the forearm and wrist joint angles
are calculated to match the hand orientation (see [19]).

Fig. 6. Example frames. Top: Projected result from the HMC system.
Middle: 3D Visualization with the HMC model. Bottom: 3D Visualization
of the MMM representation.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a framework for perception, visual-
ization, reproduction, and recognition of 3D human motion.
In the core of our framework, we have defined a reference
kinematic model – the Master Motor Map. We have showed
that our approach performs well in practice by having built in
a markerless human motion capture system, a 3D visualization
of the MMM, and a module for converting trajectories given
in the MMM to the kinematic model of the humanoid robot
ARMAR III. Although the proposed framework is intended
primarily to query the kinematics of 3D human motion, it
can be also augmented with dynamic parameters of the body
parts. Currently, we are working on reproducing movements
on ARMAR III not only in simulation but on the real robot.
Herefore, it is crucial to incorporate a self-collision detection
module to avoid configurations which are outside the robot’s
working space. Furthermore, we are building up a database of
movements in the MMM format, consisting of both markerless
and marker-based human motion capture data, which will
serve as a solid data source for applications related to imitation
learning within the EU project PACO-PLUS, and hopefully
also within in the entire robotics community.
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Abstract— In this paper, we deal with imitation learning of arm
movements in humanoid robots. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
are used to generalize movements demonstrated to a robot
multiple times. They are trained with the characteristic features
(key points) of each demonstration. Using the same HMM, key
points that are common to all demonstrations are identified; only
those are considered when reproducing a movement. We also
show how HMM can be used to detect temporal dependencies
between both arms in dual-arm tasks. We created a model of the
human upper body to simulate the reproduction of dual-arm
movements and generate natural-looking joint configurations
from tracked hand paths. Results are presented and discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Humanoid robots are expected to exist and work together
with human beings in everyday environments some day. In
doing so they need to be able to interact and cooperate
with humans. Interaction is facilitated if the robot behaves
in a human-like way which implies that his movements look
natural. This is not only advantageous for tasks involving
direct physical cooperation between humans and robots; even
if a robot acts independently his movements should appear
familiar and predictable to us humans. In addition to that,
it is probably also necessary for a robot to have a human-
like appearance to be accepted by society. Given the dynamic
character of the environment in which humanoid robots are
expected to work, they need to have a high degree of flexibility.
They need to be able to adapt to changes in the environment
and to learn new tasks continuously, and they are expected to
carry out a huge variety of different tasks. This distinguishes
them from industrial robots which normally only need to
perform a small number of rather primitive tasks in a static
environment. It seems impossible to create a humanoid robot
with built-in knowledge of all possible states and actions.
Therefore, there has to be way of teaching the robot new tasks.

Teaching a robot can be done in a number of ways, for
example by means of a robot programming language or a
simulation-based graphical programming interface. Another
method is “teaching by guiding”, where the instructor operates
a robot manipulator while its motion is recorded. The recorded
motions are then added to the robot’s action repertoire. Such
techniques are well-suited for industrial robots; however, in
the domain of humanoid robots, where robots are expected to
cooperate with unexperienced users, they suffer from several
drawbacks. They are lengthy, complex, inflexible, require

special programming skills or costly hardware [1]. That con-
tradicts the purpose of humanoid robots which is to make life
easier for us. It is essential that the control of such robotswill
not be too difficult and time-consuming.

An approach that addresses both issues (human-like motion
and easy teaching of new tasks) isImitation Learning: It
facilitates teaching a robot new tasks and at the same time
make the robot move like a human. Imitation learning is
basically the concept of having a robot observe a human
instructor performing a task and imitating it when needed.
Robot learning by imitation, also referred to asprogramming
by demonstration has been dealt with in the literature as a
promising way to teach humanoid robots and several imitation
learning systems and architectures based on the perception
and analysis of human demonstrations have been proposed
[2]–[7]. In most architectures, the imitation process proceeds
through three stages: perception/analysis, recognition and re-
production [8]. An overview of the basic ideas of imitation
learning in robots as well as humans is given by Schaal in [9].

In this paper we focus on a simple form of imitation: A
movement is demonstrated to a robot multiple times by a
human instructor, subsequently generalized (using the data
from all demonstrations) and finally reproduced by the robot
without trying to infer the goal of the movement. As described
in Section III, we have not yet reproduced movements on
a robot but instead simulated the reproduction stage using a
software model that we created for this purpose.

Our work was largely inspired by previous work of Calinon
and Billard. In [5] and [10], they describe an approach to
imitation learning that makes use of Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [11] to learn and reproduce movements demonstrated
by a human instructor multiple times (while HMM have
become very popular for therecognition of gestures or speech,
they have not been widely used for thereproduction of
movements). After the hand path and joint angle trajectories
have been perceived, the data is reduced to a subset of
critical features in a preprocessing stage using certain criteria
(see [10]). Separate HMM (one for the hand path and one
for each joint angle trajectory) are trained with those “key
points”. The HMM are subsequently used to recognize further
demonstrations of the same movement as well as to imitate
the demonstrated task.



II. OUR APPROACH

We implemented a similar approach as in [10] for dual-arm
movements that also uses HMM to imitate movements shown
to a robot multiple times. In our method, however, the data is
preprocessed in a slightly different way, and, more importantly,
not all states of the resulting HMM are used to reproduce
movements. Instead, we try to identify characteristic features
that can be observed in all (or many) demonstrations and only
consider those when reproducing a movement. We also show
how those common features can be used to detect possible
temporal interdependencies between both arms in dual-arm
tasks. Moreover, we track the orientation of the hand and
not just its position, since the correct orientation is essential
for carrying out complex tasks. In contrast to [5], we do
not, however, try to determine which features of a movement
(hand path, joint angles etc.) are most relevant for the correct
imitation of a task.

We use three different HMM for each arm, one to encode the
position of the TCP (Tool Center Point, a reference point on
the hand), i.e. the hand path, with the Cartesian coordinates
being represented by three-dimensional output distributions,
one for the orientation of the TCP (described by three angles)
and another one for the joint angle trajectories where the
dimension of the output distributions is equal to the numberof
observed joint angles (in our case, 7; see Section III). Those
HMM are denoted byλp, λo andλj .

A. Preprocessing: Detection of characteristic features

A recorded movement is represented by a set of
time-discrete sequences: Per arm there is one sequence
Pd,1, Pd,2, . . . , Pd,l(d) that describes the positions of the TCP
over time, one sequenceOd,1, Od,2, . . . , Od,l(d) that describes
the orientations of the TCP, and seven more sequences
θ

j
d,1, θ

j
d,2, . . . , θ

j

d,l(d) that each specify the joint angle trajectory
of joint j (l(d) denotes the length of demonstrationd). We
omit the demonstration indexd whenever it is not needed
to distinguish between demonstrations.Pi and Oi are three-
dimensional vectors. As in [10], we detect characteristic fea-
tures of the perceived movement - key points - in a prepro-
cessing stage and only use those to train the HMM. In doing
so, we avoid having a high number of states and facilitate the
matching of (or between) multiple demonstrations (see II-C).
Those features are a subset of the aforementioned observation
sequences. Since we try to detect distinctive features, it should
still be possible to reconstruct the original movement well.

We detect key points separately for the position, orientation
and joint angles of each arm. We use different criteria than
[10] to identify key points, described as follows:

For joint angles, we use the following criterion: Letτd,m de-
note the time stamp of the m-th joint angle key point of demon-
strationd, i.e. its position in the sequenceθj

d,1, θ
j
d,2, . . . , θ

j

d,l(d).
Then θd,i = (θ1

d,i, . . . , θ
J
d,i), whereJ denotes the number of

joints, is the m-th key point of the joint angles (jKd,m, or just

Kd,m if the context is clear),τd,m = i, if and only if

∃j : θ̇
j
d,i = 0, i − τd,m−1 > ε1, |θ

j
d,i − θ

j
d,τd,m−1

| > ε2

∨ ∃j : |θj
d,i − θ

j
d,τd,m−1

| ≥ ε3, i − τd,m−1 > ε4,

|θj
d,n − θ

j
d,τd,m−1

| < ε3 ∀n ∈ [i, τd,m−1)

That means that whenever for anyj, θ
j
d,i reaches an extremum

(i.e. changes direction) or stops changing, sufficient time(ε1)
has passed since the creation of the previous key point and
the joint angle ati differs from the angle atτd,m−1 by at
leastε2, a key pointKd,l is created. The second part of the
condition ensures that when an angle that has stayed the same
for some amount of time (ε4) starts changing again, a key point
is created as well. Figure 1 shows three different candidates for
key points that given appropriate thresholds could all satisfy
the above criterion. Any point betweenθb and θc, however,
would not be a key point.

θ

t
θa

θcθb

x

y

Pi
Pi+1

Pi−1

Fig. 1. Potential key points (left) and key point criterion (right)

For the orientation angles of the TCP (key pointsoK) the
same criterion is used, but with possibly different threshold
values (ε5 − ε8).

For TCP positions, we use a slightly different criterion. A
point Pd,i is a key pointpKd,m (or justKd,m) in the sequence
of pointsPd,1, . . . , Pd,l(d) if and only if

∠( ~Pd,i − ~Pd,i−1, ~Pd,i − ~Pd,i+1) < 180◦ − ε9

∨ || ~Pd,i − ~Pd,i−1|| < ε10, i − τd,m−1 > ε11,

|| ~Pi − ~Pd,τd,m−1
|| > ε12

∨ || ~Pd,i − ~Pd,τd,m−1
|| ≥ ε13, i − τd,m−1 > ε14,

|| ~Pd,n − ~Pd,τd,m−1
|| < ε15 ∀n ∈ [τd,m−1, i) ,

whereτd,m denotes the time stamp of the m-th position key
point of demonstrationd.

So if the angle between the vector that goes fromPi to
its predecessorPi−1 and the vector that goes fromPi to
its successorPi+1 is less than180◦ − ε9 (see Fig. 1),Pi is
considered a key point. In practice you would wantε9 to be
fairly high so that only sharp corners in the hand path would be
detected as key points. Also, as for the joint angle trajectories,
if the position remains unchanged for some time or starts
changing again, a key point is created as well. Reasonable
values forε1, . . . ε15 can be determined experimentally.

In [10] hand path key points are created only when there
is a change in X, Y or Z direction. However, there can
be significant changes in direction in a 3D path that do
not necessarily result in a reversed direction of any single



coordinate. Our criterion for the hand path has the advantage
that such key points are also detected because it takes the angle
into account.

B. HMM structure

As mentioned before, we use multiple HMM for different
kinds of observations (joint angles, TCP position, TCP ori-
entation). Each HMM is trained with the key points of all
demonstrations using the Baum-Welch algorithm for multiple
observations ( [12]). Each training sequence consists of the
key points of the respective demonstration.

For a given observation sequence, the Viterbi algorithm
(see [11]) returns the optimal state sequence of an HMM
with respect to that observation sequence, i.e. the sequence
of states most likely to generate that observation sequence.
Therefore, if used on an HMM with the key points of one
of the demonstrations as the observation sequence, the Viterbi
algorithm would yield a sequence of states that could be said
to correspond (in a probabilistic way) to the key points of the
observed movements. Of course, the key point corresponding
to a state might not occur in all demonstrations; a state could
very well represent a key point of only one demonstration.

Since the states of the HMM roughly correspond to the
key points, it seems reasonable to set the number of states
equal to the number of key points. However, we use mul-
tiple demonstrations to train the various HMM and each
demonstration might have different key points; therefore,the
HMM should have as many states as there are distinct key
points in all demonstrations. We do not know in advance,
though, which of the key points of different demonstrations
are equivalent, so we have to use an estimate for the number
of states. In our experiments, we set the number of states to
maxd k(d) · 2, wherek(d) denotes the number of key points
in demonstrationd.

This is of course not a very satisfying solution and we are
still working on this problem. The standard HMM architecture
that we use does not appear to be perfectly suited for our
approach. What we would like to have is a model that had
a certain number of main states for important key points that
appear in most demonstrations and that allowed for inserting as
many states as necessary in between those main states for key
points that appear in only one or only a few demonstrations. It
should also allow for skipping states that might be key points
in most but not all demonstrations. Profile HMM, a special
kind of HMM which are commonly used in bioinformatics to
align DNA sequences, have those properties [13]. However,
they use discrete output variables and we have yet to determine
how such an architecture could be used with continuous
variables and in the context of our method.

The HMM we use are left-right models [11], i.e. there are
no state transitions between two statesSi and Sj if j <= i.
That is because we want the models to reflect the sequence of
key points over time and thus it should not be allowed to go
backwards in time.

We use continuous HMM, with the output distribution in
each state representing whatever is encoded in the HMM (for

example, the TCP position or the angle of a specific joint) at
a certain time given by the time stamp of the corresponding
key point(s) (if multiple key points correspond to a state we
compute the average of their time stamps and associate that
average time stamp with the state).

The output probability is modeled by the density function of
a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We do not use mixtures
of such density functions - this is crucial if we want to use
the HMM to reproduce a generalized movement because we
consider the means of those functions to be the generalized
positions, orientation angles and joint angles (as explained also
in the next two paragraphs); as such, they have to be scalar
values.

Before the training takes place, the HMM are initialized
as follows: The initial state probabilitiesπi are set to equal
values that sum to 1. They are not particularly important since
they get changed quickly by the Baum-Welch algorithm. We
set the initial transition probabilitiesaij in such a way that
a transition from a stateSi to a stateSj is most likely for
j = i+1 and less likely the higherj − i gets. For the sake of
simplicity and to make the models more robust, our covariance
matrices covij of the multivariate Gaussian density functions
are diagonal matrices, which means covij = 0 for i 6= j. The
variances (covii) are initialized with high values. The means
µi are all initially set to0 (unlike in [10] we do not initialize
them with the key point values because we do not know in
advance which state corresponds to which key point).

C. Common key points

As described earlier, the states of the Hidden Markov Mod-
els represent key points of the demonstrations. A key point
may, however, only occur in some of the demonstrations. Thus,
the question arises which states of the HMM should be used
for the reproduction. In [10], the reproduction of a movement
is triggered by another demonstration of the same movement.
The Viterbi algorithm is then used to determine which states
of the HMM match the key points of that demonstration most
closely; those states are then used for the reproduction.

In our approach, however, the reproduction of a movement
is not necessarily triggered by another demonstration of
that same movement. We use only those key points for
the reproduction of a movement that are common to all
(or almost all) demonstrations and call them “common key
points”. The reason for that is that a key point of asingle
demonstration is not necessarily a characteristic featureof
the movement, in which case it would be reasonable not to
consider it for the reproduction. But how do we know what
key point in one demonstration corresponds to some key
point in another demonstration? This is a classic matching
problem which could for instance be solved by DP matching.
However, we actually use our HMM to match key points
across demonstrations. We use only those states of the HMM
for the reproduction that represent key points which are
shared by all (or almost all) demonstrations.



Formal definition: Let D denote the number of demonstra-
tions. A common key point is defined as a 3-tuple:

Cj = ((ij,1, . . . , ij,D), Tj , νj) ,

where(ij,1, . . . , ij,D) denotes the indices of the corresponding
key points of the different demonstrations. TheD-tupel
Tj = (τ1,ij,1

, . . . , τD,ij,D
) contains the time stamps of

those key points, while then-tuple νj = (ν1
j , . . . , νn

j )
describes the values of the trajectory to be reproduced (i.e.
joint angles wheren=number of joints, Cartesian coordinates
where n=3 or orientation angles wheren=3 as well) at
that common key point. It should be noted that those
values are not equal to the values of any key points; they
are the means of the HMM’s output density function of the
state that corresponds to the key points(K1,ij,1

, . . . ,KD,ij,D
).

Detection of common key points:For each demonstration
we have a list of key points:Kd,1, . . . , Kd,k(d), where d

denotes the number of the demonstration, andk(d) stands
for the number of key points. By using the Viterbi algorithm
on the HMM for each such sequence of key points, we get
the sequences of states that correspond best to those key
points (more precisely, the sequences of states that would most
likely output the key points). LetSd,j denote the state that
corresponds to thej-th key point of thed-th demonstration.
Common key points can then be detected as follows:

K1,ij,1
,K2,ij,2

, . . . ,KD,ij,D
form a common key point

Cj = ((ij,1, . . . , ij,D), Tj , νj)

⇔ S1,ij,1
= S2,ij,2

= . . . = SD,ij,D

So only those key points of one demonstration that correspond
to a state which also corresponds to key points in all other
demonstrations are considered common key points. In figure
2 the bold circles are the optimal state sequence returned by
the Viterbi algorithm for the key points of each demonstration.
For example,S4 corresponds to the key pointsK1,4, K2,3

andK3,2. Clearly, onlyS1, S4 andS5 represent common key
points here.
In general, some of the demonstrations are likely to be
erroneous, so it seems reasonable to ease the above constraint

Demonstration 2

Demonstration 1

Demonstration 3

S1

S1

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

S5S4S3S2

S2 S3 S4 S5

Fig. 2. Identifying common key points -S1, S4 andS5 are the only states
representing common key points

by saying that it suffices if the majority (say, 4/5) of the
demonstrations have a key point that corresponds to the same
state.

Generating a generalized movement with common key
points: We can reproduce a generalized movement that is basi-
cally the average of all demonstrations and - more importantly
- only uses the common key points of all demonstrations, as
follows: We consider only those states of the HMM that cor-
respond to common key points; we then take the means of the
output density functions (PDFs) of those states (in order) and
what we get is a sequence of positions, orientations and joint
angles that can be used to reproduce the movement. However,
two issues remain to be resolved before the movement can
be regenerated from the common key points. First, what time
stamps should be associated with each of those common key
points? One possibility is to simply take the average of the
time stampsTj of all the key points that constitute a common
key point. Second, the positions and orientations are of no
use by themselves if we want to reproduce a movement on a
robot or a software model of the human body; they have to be
transformed to joint angles. That can be done with an inverse
kinematics algorithm.

D. Reproduction

The detection of common key points is performed separately
for each of the six HMM. Thus, we get sequences of points
that are not necessarily in lockstep; they do not have to occur
simultaneously. We interpolate between common key points to
solve that problem. For example, for each common joint angle
key point, we interpolate between the common position and
orientation key points closest in time to determine the TCP
position and orientation at the same time. That way we obtain
a sequence of common key points of which each common
key point has values for TCP position, TCP orientation and
all joint angles of both arms.

Since the common key points only describe characteristic
features of the trajectories and not the whole trajectories,
we also have to interpolate between them to obtain actual
trajectories that can be used to imitate a movement. Both spline
and linear interpolation can be used for that purpose (we have
only implemented linear interpolation so far).

So eventually we obtain time-discrete sequences for the
TCP position and orientation as well as for all joint angle
trajectories that each describe the movement at every pointin
time (using a certain sampling rate). The sequences of TCP
positions and orientation angles are then transformed to joint
angles with an inverse kinematics algorithm, so that they can
be used for the reproduction.

The resulting joint angle sequencesθ̂
j
i are different from

the joint angle sequencesθj
i that are obtained directly from

the joint angle HMM. A weighting factorω ∈ [0, 1] is used to
determine the relative influence ofθ̂

j
i andθ

j
i on the joint angles

θ̃
j
i that are used to generate the final motion to be executed

by the robot:



θ̃
j
i = ω ∗ θ

j
i + (1 − ω) ∗ θ̂

j
i

This weighting factor can be set by the user. Since the
joints of the robot are not usually totally equivalent to the
joints of the human demonstrator, the human joints have to
be mapped to the robot’s joints. This can be done in different
ways: One can try to approximate the joint angle trajectories
of the demonstrated movement as closely as possible, making
the imitation look natural. That way the hand path might
not be reproduced very well, though. Alternatively, one can
try to imitate the hand path as accurately as possible using
joint angles determined by an inverse kinematics algorithm
which might deviate strongly from the joint angle trajectories
perceived in the demonstration. The former is achieved by
using a weighting factor ofω = 1 while for the latter one
would setω to 0.

The whole process from perception to reproduction is
depicted in figure 3. As in [10], the HMM can of course also
be used to recognize (classify) movements. That has not been
the focus of our work, though.

Fig. 3. Overview on the entire approach from perception to reproduction

E. Temporal coordination

When imitating dual-arm movements, often certain con-
straints have to be satisfied. Dual-arm movements can be un-
coordinated or coordinated. No matter what method is chosen
for the reproduction, information about coordination between
the two arms can be very useful. There are various kinds
of coordination; one way to classify two-arm coordination
is to distinguish between temporal and spatial coordination.

Spatial coordination means that the position and orientation of
one hand is at least partially determined by the position and
orientation of the other hand. As opposed to that, temporal
coordination means that one arm must accomplish a certain
subgoal as moving the hand to a specific position before
the other arm may continue executing its movement. When
imitating a two-arm movement, such dependencies should
be detected and reproduced properly. For example, if with
your left hand you pour water from a bottle into a glass
that you hold in your right hand, you have to move the
glass to its correct position before you can start pouring. It
would be helpful if one could find out whether an observed
temporal relation is just coincidence or whether it constitutes
a necessary coordination. Multiple demonstrations allow you
to determine the likelihood of some temporal relation beinga
true coordination.

The HMM approach in conjunction with the common key
points introduced in this Section can be used to detect temporal
relations between characteristic points of the left hand path and
the right hand path that are unlikely to be coincidental.

Let (τ1,ir,1
, . . . , τD,ir,D

) be the time stamps of the key
points that form a common key pointCr of the right arm’s
movement and(τ1,il,1

, . . . , τD,il,D
) be the time stamps of

someCl of the left arm. Then we can conclude that most
likely there exists temporal coordination between the point
Cr andCl if in all demonstrationsCr is reached beforeCl -
or the other way round, i.e., if:

∀k :
(

τk,ir,k
< τk,il,k

∨ τk,ir,k
> τk,il,k

)

It could also be possible that both arms must reach some
points at the same time. That is accounted for by the following
additional criterion for temporal coordination (δ is fixed and
should be chosen close to zero):

∀k : |τk,ir,k
− τk,il,k

| < δ

Once again, detecting those temporal relations only requires
knowledge about common key points which may be acquired
without HMM and may thus be implemented independently
from the rest of our approach.

III. H UMAN K INEMATICS MODEL

The goal of the methods described in this paper is to
eventually have robots imitate human arm movements. To
achieve this, we need to be able to perceive and analyze
demonstrations, transform them to a robot joint representation
and reproduce them. To begin with, we have so far only
simulate the reproduction on a kinematic model of the human
upper body with 18 degrees of freedom (Fig. 4), where each
arm is modeled by nine DOFs: two in the inner shoulder
joint (sternoclavicluar), three in the outer shoulder joint (gleno-
humeral), two at the elbow and two at the wrist ( [14]).

To make imitation look natural, joint angles must be pre-
served as well as possible. However, measuring the joint angles
of a human demonstration requires a complex tracking system
(for example a marker-based system) which is not very usable
in everyday life. So instead, we have incorporated two different
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Fig. 4. The kinematics model of both arms

methods for the acquisition of the required data: a method
based on a magnetic tracking system, and a purely vision-
based markerless human motion capture system.

Using an easy to set up magnetic tracking system (Fast-
trak, www.polhemus.com), the position and orientation of
both hands can be tracked. The joint angles can then be
reconstructed using an approach based on neurophsychological
studies. In [15] and [16], Soechting and Flanders have shown
that arm movements are planned in shoulder-centered spherical
coordinates and suggest a sensorimotor transformation model
that maps the Cartesian wrist position to a natural arm pos-
ture using a set of representation parameters, which are the
upperarm elevation, the forearm elevation, the upperarm yaw
and the forearm yaw, respectively.

In neurophysiology evidence exists that arm and hand
postures are independent of each other. This means that one
can find the forearm and upper arm posture to match the hand
position and then determine the joint angles for the wrist to
match the hand orientation. In [17] we proposed a new al-
gorithm which incorporates the physiological observationinto
a closed-form solution of the inverse kinematics problem to
generate natural looking arm postures. For the reconstruction
of the arm joint angles, we geometrically derived equationsfor
the arm joint anglesθ3, . . . , θ9 in a closed form. The remaining
two shoulder jointsθ1 andθ2 supported by the arm kinematics
model can be set manually by the user. For more details the
reader is referred to [18].

The approach described in section II is based on the tracked
hand path as well as the seven reconstructed joint angles.

Recently, we have also developed a purely image-based
markerless human motion capture system [19], [20]. The input
of the system are stereo color images of size320 × 240
captured at 25 Hz, with two calibrated Dragonfly cameras
built-in into the head of the humanoid robot ARMAR III.
The input images are preprocessed, generating output for the
gradient cue, the distance cue, and an optional region cue, as
described in [20]. Based on the output of the image processing
pipeline, a particle filter is used for tracking the movements
in configuration space. The overall likelihood function to

Fig. 5. Illustration of the performance of the markerless humanmotion
capture system. Left: projection of the estimated configuration into the left
camera image. Right: 3D visualization of the estimated configuration with an
articulated human model.

compute the a-posteriori probabilities is formulated as:
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,

wheres is the configuration to be evaluated,z is a general
denotation for the current observations i.e. the current input
image pair, andci ∈ R

3 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the
triangulated 3D position of the hands and the head. The
function di(s, c) is defined as:

di(s, c) :=

{

|fi(s) − c|2 : c 6= 0

0 : otherwise
,

where n := dim(s) is the number of DOF of the human
model. The transformationfi : Rn → R3 transforms then-
dimensional configuration of the human model into the 3D
position of the left hand, right hand or head respectively, using
the forward kinematics of the human model. Thegm with
m ∈ {1, 2, ...,Mg} denote the intensity values in the gradient
image (which is derived from the input imagesz) at theMg

pixel coordinates of the projected contour of the human model
for a given configurations. This process is performed for both
input images using the calibration parameters of each camera.
For each image pair of the input sequence the output of the
system is the estimation of the particle filter, given by the
weighted mean over all particles. A detailed description is
given in [20].

In contrast to the acquisition method based on the magnetic
tracking system, the joint angle valuesθ3, θ4, θ5, andθ6 are
calculateddirectly and therefore the position of the elbow does
not have to be approximated based on empirical studies but is
determined explicitly.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We used the kinematic model described in the previous sec-
tion to conduct several experiments. We tested the preprocess-
ing, generalization and reproduction stages of our approach
with three different dual-arm movements:

• pick-and-place task: we picked up a box with both arms,
moved it to the right and put it down again

• pouring motion: we poured water from a bottle held by
the left hand into a glass that was held by the right hand



• unscrewing motion: we unscrewed the lid of a jar
(a complex motion that is different every time it is
demonstrated; this did not work too well with our
system)

The joint angles were obtained from the position of the
hand using the algorithm based on findings in [15] and [16]
as described in the previous Section. Our kinematic model was
clearly capable of computing natural looking joint angles that
way. For our experiments, we used the model to simulate the
imitation of movements. We were able to display the simulated
movement using a visualization of the human upper body
that we created with OpenInventor and combined with our
kinematics model. We implemented our own HMM for this
system and did not make use of existing HMM toolbox.

Each of the movements mentioned above was demonstrated
between five and ten times by the same person. Select training
samples as well as the reproduced (generalized) hand path
for the pick-and-place task are shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen how the generalized trajectory is interpolated linearly
between the common key points that were found using all
demonstrations.
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Fig. 6. Pick and place task: Training samples and the generalized trajectory
for ω = 0

Figure 7 shows only the reproduced trajectory of the left
hand, but for three differentω. As expected, if the reproduction
is based on joint angles and not only on the observed hand
path (ω = 1 or ω = 0.5), the hand path becomes somewhat
erratic. On the other hand, however, the reproduced movement
seems more realistic and less artificial in that case which can
be explained by the fact that more key points are created for
joint angle trajectories than for the hand path (a joint angle key
point is generated each timeany joint changes its direction).
If you used spline interpolation between key points insteadof
linear interpolation, you would probably obtain more realistic
looking trajectories forω = 0 as well.

In Figure 8, the original joint angle trajectory of joint
θ7 (left arm, see also Figure 4) of one randomly selected
demonstration (solid line) as well the generalized trajectory
of that joint for ω = 0 (dotted line) andω = 1 (dashed
line) are shown. Forω = 0 the spike at aboutt = 20s is
ignored because obviously no key point is detected in the hand
path at that point in time. The key points detected in one of
the demonstrations are shown in Figure 9 which seems to be
what one would expect (characteristic features, i.e. significant
changes in direction, have been detected).
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Fig. 7. Generalized trajectory of the left hand for different values ofω
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Fig. 10. All detected key points in the pouring motion

Figure 10 shows the key points detected in a training sample
of the pouring motion. One of the key points is not a common
key point, though, and will thus not be considered for the
imitation of the movement.

Table I shows the temporal relations that were identified
between the common key points of both arms. The numbers in
the precondition column specify for each arm which common
key point the other arm’s hand must reach before the motion
can be continued. Before the left hand is allowed to proceed
to the third common key point, the right hand has to reach its
second common key point, which is what one would expect.



CKP pre-condition CKP pre-condition
(right) (left) (left) (right)

1 1 1
2 1 2
3 3 2
4 3 4
5 6 5

6
7

TABLE I

TEMPORAL RELATIONS BETWEEN COMMON KEY POINTS OF THE ARMS

Of course, a few other relations that might not be critical for
the correct execution of the task were detected as well.

V. D ISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an HMM-based approach for imitation learn-
ing of arm movements in humanoid robots. HMM are used to
generalize movements demonstrated to a robot multiple times.
Common key points in all demonstrations are identified and
used for the reproduction of the movements. The results we
obtained using a software model specifically created for this
purpose show that our approach is an encouraging step in the
effort to teach a robot new tasks in a flexible and natural way.

We would like to mention once again the work of Calinon
and Billard in [5] and [10] due to the similarity to parts
of our work. However, while our work was clearly inspired
by their method, only the basic ideas are based on it. We
have introduced new aspects such as the detection of common
key points and identifying temporal coordination between two
arms and use a different preprocessing method. The kinematic
models presented in Section III are also part of the contribution
of this paper.

So far, we have only simulated generating generalized
trajectories, using a kinematic model of the human arms. A
natural next step would be the reproduction of movements on
the humanoid robot ARMAR-III. That would involve mapping
the joints of our kinematic model to those of the robot and
will be part of future work. Another aspect of our method that
should be improved is how the trajectories are encoded in the
HMM. As described in Section II, a generic HMM architecture
does not seem to be ideal for our approach.

Also, our system is not invariant to translations or rotations
yet, a highly desirable property for any imitation learning
system to be used in practice.

Furthermore, it seems essential for the accurate imitationof
tasks to take into account objects that are manipulated during
the demonstration. Not only do we need to make sure that
an imitated movement results in the same manipulation of an
object as the demonstrated movement, but considering objects
would also be a significant step towards recognizing the goal
of a task, which we have not attempted to do yet but which
is clearly an important aspect of imitation learning.
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Abstract— The advances in humanoid robots in recent years
have given researchers new opportunities to study and create
algorithms for generating humanoid behaviors. Not surprisingly,
most approaches for creating or modifying behaviors for complex
humanoids require specialized knowledge and a large amount of
work. Our aim is to provide an alternative, intuitive way to
program humanoid behavior. To do this, we examine human-
to-human skill transfer, specifically coaching, and adapt it to
the humanoid setting. We enable a real-time scenario where a
person, acting as a coach, interactively directs humanoid behavior
to a desired outcome. This tightly coupled interaction between a
person and a humanoid allows efficient, directed learning of new
behaviors, where behavior characteristics can be modified on-
demand. Communication is realized through demonstration and a
coaching vocabulary, and changes are effected by transformation
functions acting in the behavior domain.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

In film and literature we often see people interacting with
robots just as they do with other people: for example, they use
natural communication such as speech and gesture to direct
robots. In this fictional world, even people who are not robot
experts can control complex machines including humanoids
with ease. However, in today’s reality creating behaviors for
humanoid robots remains a task for specialists, where commu-
nication of behavior details is often time-consuming and takes
place largely through the mechanisms of programming.

One way we can begin to address this disconnect between
imagined possibilities and current reality is by focusing on
paradigms which afford more intuitive methods for creat-
ing robot behaviors. Human-to-human skill transfer is an
especially interesting model for building robot behaviors, as,
besides efficiency, it offers a familiar context to people dealing
with humanoids: rather than learning special skills, people can
bring their own knowledge from interacting with each other
directly into the humanoid domain. In this work we develop an
approach to generating robot behavior modeled on a particular
type of skill transfer: coaching, where a robot acquires new
skills with guidance from a human coach. For this work, we
explore the specific behavioral domain of movement. Where

possible, we emulate the efficiency of human skill transfer,
and because of the familiar, high-level control afforded by
coaching we enable non-specialists to participate in creating
robot behaviors.

Other robotics researchers inspired by coaching include
Nakatani and co-authors [1], who use coaching to aid in
balance and walking controller design for a biped robot. Their
experiments nicely demonstrate the efficiency gains of intro-
ducing intuitive human instruction into the controller design
loop, and although their solution is directed toward specialists,
the authors encourage creation of adaptable interfaces to allow
non-specialists a role in such control. Our approach is more
general purpose, targeting trajectory-based movement acquisi-
tion and subsequent refinement, and provides mechanisms for
novel behavior acquisition and an interface with affordances
suitable to specialists and non-specialists alike.

In [2] robot coaching is used in a teaching scheme for a
mobile robot where the emphasis is on learning representations
for high level tasks rather than on motor skill acquisition. The
coaching component, like our system, uses both demonstration
and verbal input to direct a robot, although demonstration
in [2] is limited to recognizing known primitives, and new
behaviors are limited to combinations of these primitives.

In interactive evolutionary computation (IEC), human eval-
uation is used in optimizations as fitness functions [3], and
although especially suited to topics like music retrieval where
subjective evaluation is critical, IEC has proven useful in
a number of fields including robotics [4]. It differs from
coaching, however, in that evaluations usually take the form
of selecting preferences from a range of current possibilities,
while in coaching specific feedback about how to improve a
performance is given.

Motion editors have also been used to create new robot [5]
and virtual human behaviors [6], [7], [8]. In [5] Kuroki and
colleagues present a motion editor specifically designed for
a small biped robot using the graphical tools common in
motion editors such as inverse and forward kinematics modes,
pose control, pose interpolation, and blending functions. Our



approach differs from this and from most motion editors
from the graphics community in the way the user interacts
with the robot: our human-robot communication takes the
form of a coach’s demonstrations and high-level qualitative
instructions, while motion editors offer powerful but less
intuitive motion editing paradigms requiring more training to
master. In addition, our system keeps live robot performance
in the loop, allowing for timely evaluation by the coach.

In the next sections we discuss the role of a coach in motor
skill acquisition, followed by our adaptation and implementa-
tion of useful coaching formalisms comprising our humanoid
coaching system, including domain-specific vocabulary, trans-
formation functions, modes of demonstration, and mechanisms
for focusing student attention in both time and body space. We
then discuss our experiments coaching a robot in catching,
and in throwing a ball into a basket. All exchanges occur in
a real-time interactive setup that preserves the iterative nature
of coaching and the tight coupling among effort, evaluation
and guidance.

II. THE ROLE OF A COACH IN HUMAN SKILL TRANSFER

In building our humanoid coaching system, we first studied
human coaching, with particular emphasis on the role of the
coach in teaching motor skills. In general, a coach is an expert
whose job is to improve the performance of a student. This
means providing instructions which are incorporated into the
student’s learning sessions to produce a successful outcome.
Coaching, being a well-established field, offers us a number
of formalisms for teaching new skills. These include acquiring
new motor knowledge; focusing attention on relevant task
features to improve learning of critical task aspects; assigning
priorities among goals; giving specific feedback to improve the
performance; giving a strategy for correction; and helping to
iteratively define the characteristics of a successful outcome.
These coaching methods imply a tightly coupled interaction
between coach and student where close observation of student
performance is followed by feedback or further instructions
from the coach.

The role and usefulness of an expert to guide a student has
been well-studied in humans. Performance and learning varies
with the form of the supplied information, its amount and
its timing. Frequent ways instructors give information are by
showing videotapes of a person performing the task, directly
demonstrating the task, physically guiding a person through a
task, and providing verbal instructions. With the right guidance
at the right time the student can adjust behavior both during
and after a learning session until the desired motion or state
is attained.

Students use live or video demonstration to observe strate-
gies, spatial or temporal information, and as a reference
of correctness for their own attempts at the behavior [9].
Some researchers have shown that mistakes may be more
instrumental in facilitating learning than perfect performances,
which by themselves are not giving the type of information
the learner needs.

Several studies, however, found that showing videotapes
alone, which is similar to direct demonstration, often did not
improve motor learning [9]. It was postulated that too much
information is available, particularly for complex tasks, and
the viewer does not know which details are important to the
outcome. In one study, showing a videotape by itself was
even shown to hinder learning. On the other hand, as early as
1952, verbal instructions were shown to have a lasting effect
on learning and performance, although verbal instructions
are more useful when used in conjunction with other input,
particularly demonstration [9].

Verbal instructions can communicate information includ-
ing focus, specific stance, or strategies for error correction.
Some verbal information takes the form of specific kinematic
feedback, such as ”bend your knees”. Besides patterns of
coordination, kinematic feedback can also be position, ve-
locity, and acceleration information. Expert instructors play
a valuable role in being able to observe, identify and correct
kinematic errors by giving verbal descriptions to the student.
The usefulness of kinematic information is supported by
studies giving evidence of kinematic trajectory plans in the
parietal cortex [10]; the presence of inverse dynamics models
in the cerebellum [11]; and motor equivalence where different
limbs are shown to produce kinematically similar patterns,
despite having such different dynamical properties [12], [13].

In the next sections we discuss implementation of coaching
components pulled from these ideas and tied together by an
interface used in directing humanoid behaviors.

III. THE HUMANOID ROBOT COACHING SYSTEM

A. Overview

In our humanoid coaching system the coach, much like a
dance instructor or sports coach, wishes to change a given
behavior to suit a particular end. In order to achieve this,
the coach and humanoid must be able to communicate. The
interface shown here facilitates and coordinates this commu-
nication. Embedded in it are access points for the different
capabilities of the system which incorporate:

• vocabulary;
• a set of transformation functions;
• the ability to demonstrate a desired behavior, either

through performance or by physically guiding the robot;
• the ability to focus on specific parts of a behavior for

refinement (body and time segmentation);
• the ability to clarify instructions or resolve ambiguities

through a student-coach dialogue.
Each capability is derived from an aspect of human coach-

ing. The vocabulary, for instance, reflects verbal instructions
coaches commonly use to give instructions. These commands
center around kinematic descriptions of motion, such as higher
and bend, used often when teaching motor skills. Movements
are changed by transformation functions (TFs) articulated
by this high-level vocabulary which manipulate appropriate
behavioral parameters to achieve a specific outcome (see
Section III-B for details). New movement acquisition is based



Fig. 1. The four modules of the humanoid robot coaching interface.

on two widely-used methods: demonstration and guiding.
Focusing on behavioral features relevant to success as defined
by the coach is achieved by selecting specific parts of a
movement, such as arm or leg motion (segmenting in body
space) for coaching. Attention can also be focused on certain
sections of a movement (segmenting in time) by breaking
it into sub-movements. Composition of partial movements
into a complex movement is easily accomplished by joining
segmented sub-movements. Lastly, during human coaching,
students are free to ask for clarification when misunderstand-
ings arise. We emulate this by giving the robot the ability to
initiate a dialogue with the coach to ask for further instructions
when faced with ambiguous or unclear situations.

The interface itself is shown in Fig. 1 and is comprised of
modules representing the different functionalities. They are:

• A classic interface comprised mainly of buttons and
sliders labeled with various coaching commands making
up the explicit coaching vocabulary.

• A simple 2D representation of a robot body allowing the
coach to easily focus changes on any part(s) of the body.

• A 3D graphics window which allows visualization of
movements on a 3D humanoid to allow quick, intuitive

segmentation, and real-time 3D visualization of color
markers used in vision-based demonstrations.

• An interactive text-based window to facilitate student-
initiated dialogue between coach and student, and to
provide current state information to the coach on demand.

Information transfer is initiated by using the vocabulary on
the classic interface. We use this type of interface for many
higher-level (”verbal”) instructions in order to avoid the pitfalls
of speech processing, such as the need for speaker-specific
training, although the system has also been successfully tested
with speech recognition software.

B. Transformation Functions

At the heart of the system lie transformation functions,
which form the essential mechanism for bringing about
changes in robot behavior. A TF is typically comprised of
a label, which is the coaching command that invokes it, and a
set of criteria that serves to define the high level command in
terms of low level behavioral criteria. Label and criteria are
wrapped together in a function that ultimately effects changes
to the appropriate behavioral parameters in accordance with
the TF’s definition.



C. The Role of World and Self Knowledge

To set the criteria for TFs, the system needs access to certain
types of knowledge relevant to the behavior domain. For the
movement domain the robot needs an understanding of the
relationship between its body and the world. In people, body
and world knowledge for movement is gained from childhood
on, beginning when children explore the space around them
with seemingly random gestures. In our system we seek a
minimal knowledge representation that affords the robot the
same type of understanding.

We designate world and body (self) reference frames with
a known correspondence, each comprised of a 3D Cartesian
system where the axes correspond to left, up and front. At any
time the robot is able to map its own local orientation to the
world reference frame. A TF is defined as relative to either
the world or body frame. For example, the notion of ”front”
and ”back” embedded in the further TF is always relative to
the robot body frame, so the current robot body orientation is
used no matter where the robot is in the world, while higher
is always relative to the world frame. Taken together, the
TFs begin to define a type of domain-specific dictionary of
behavioral knowledge.

Body knowledge in the humanoid coaching system is also
represented in the form of kinematic chains whose connectivity
is known to the robot. In our system, the interdependencies
of the human skeleton are represented as 6 hierarchically
dependent kinematic chains. By exploring the relationship of
the robot body joints to the appropriate Cartesian reference
frame, the robot can determine which joints may be useful
in effecting change for a specified direction. For example,
the robot may find that a higher arm movement could be
accomplished by extending the arm front and up (shoulder
flexion/extension) or to the side and up (abduction/adduction),
or some combination of the two. Additionally, knowing its
body connectivity, a robot may suggest using the torso to effect
changes in an arm posture. In determining which changes
to make, the robot engages in a dialog with the coach (see
the appendix) resulting in the final set of relevant DOFs
used to effect the change. During this exchange, the robot
can demonstrate the effect of the candidate DOFs to provide
immediate feedback to the coach.

DOF exploration starts with the body parts selected by
clicking in the 2D window, which graphically represents body
part vocabulary (right arm, head, etc.) in a simplified robot
shape. Body part(s) are highlighted (in red) when active, and
each part corresponds to a set of candidate DOFs that are con-
sidered in effecting subsequent changes. This selection process
works in conjunction with the Perform ACTIVE and Perform
ALL options on the classic interface which direct the robot
to perform changes using only the selected DOFs, or with all
DOFs involved in the movement. With this mechanism, the
coach has the option of seeing the effect of partial changes on
the entire movement while refining specific pieces.

To determine appropriate DOFs, the robot makes use of
forward kinematics where each joint change is related to a

change in the 3D positions of virtual points attached to the
relevant body part. Our robot is comprised of revolute joints
modeled with twists [14] as in our previous work [15], [16],
[17]. Each candidate joint is moved by respectively increasing
and decreasing its value, and the change in 3D point position
attached to the body part moved by the joint is then compared
to criteria for the TF, where the position of a point after
rotation is given by

Pt+1 = g(R,d) · exp(ω̂θ) · Pt (1)

where Pt and Pt+1 are the initial and final 3D positions
respectively of a point attached to the body part given in the
body coordinate system, g(R,d) is the homogeneous matrix
representing the body orientation and position in the world
coordinate frame, and exp(ω̂θ) is the exponential that maps
a rotation of angle θ radians about ω, the unit vector in the
direction of the joint axis, to the corresponding rotation matrix.
(Note that for the special case of pure rotation, the exponential
coordinates of rotation, θ and ω, suffice in the place of the twist
coordinates, and the exponential mapping can be efficiently
calculated by Rodrigues’ formula.)

When both rotational directions match the TF criteria, the
solution prefers to continue in the current direction of motion,
but the final decision is left to the coach.

For world-based criteria like higher, it is important to test
DOFs with respect to the robot’s world position and orientation
since changes therein can affect the solution set of DOFs.
(Consider making a higher arm movement lying down versus
standing, for example.)

D. Initial Behavior Acquisition

Another important use of domain knowledge is found in
imitation, where the coach demonstrates movements that can
be understood and reproduced by the robot during interactive
coaching sessions. It is not surprising that imitation plays
a key role in coaching motor skills, as it is a successful
and fundamental strategy used for human learning [18], and
has inspired much work in the robotics and virtual human
communities [19], [20], [21].

To solve direct imitation, the robot already has crucial
information: its position and orientation with respect to the
world reference frame, and an understanding of its own body
configuration.

Our approach, described in [15], [16], [17] relates the
coach’s kinematics to the robot’s kinematics automatically, and
acquires the motions in the robot joint space by matching the
position of markers in Cartesian world space attached to the
coach’s body to the motion of corresponding virtual markers
attached to the robot body and measured in body space.

In the past we have used a commercial optical motion
capture system with active markers and trailing wires to track
points on the body, but for coaching we usually use our own
less intrusive (wireless) color tracking system, which tracks
color blobs attached to clothing (Fig. 2). During coaching,
imitation occurs in real time or immediately following a



demonstration, and the solution is constrained to the robot
joint limits.

In the coaching system, the Imitate command is used with
the 3D window to allow real-time display of 3D vision markers
attached to the coach, and to visualize solution markers as the
transition from Cartesian space to joint angles is calculated.
This is important in ensuring good tracking information is
maintained, a reasonable solution ensues, and problems such
as occlusion can be quickly identified and monitored.

Another common method of seeding behaviors is physically
guiding a robot through a motion. This is invoked with the
Pose command and is accomplished by lowering gains on
the robot and directly capturing joint angles while the coach
physically guides the robot through a motion.

The last demonstration-based command, Morelike, is in-
tended to make a movement similar to the movement being
shown. This is achieved by performing a weighted average on
joint angles for each DOF used in the demonstration and in
the current movement to drive them toward the demonstration.

E. Descriptions of Transformation Functions

Due to space constraints we present only brief descriptions
of the remaining transformation functions, omitting most of
the mathematical details. TFs were implemented using tools
from various areas including digital signal processing, spline
analysis, approximation theory, and computer vision.

We chose Cartesian and joint angle space to express move-
ment information because they reflect common spaces for de-
scribing movements in human coaching, and lend themselves
easily to change within this paradigm. Movements, M , are
represented either by a sequence of points Pt in time, splines
or radial basis functions, and transformation functions act on
these representations.

At the top left of the classic interface, we find motion
descriptors and associated sliders, which control the mag-
nitude of the desired changes bounded by the robot’s ca-
pabilities. faster changes the frequency of the movement
under consideration, where robot velocity capabilities limit
desired frequencies if necessary. smoother requires less sharp
changes in position with respect to time. This is achieved
using a moving average filter which smooths a curve in joint
space representing the active motion segment (See Fig. 3).
The slider value influences the filter window size. bigger
corresponds to an increase in amplitude of the movement range
measured in joint space and is achieved using a global scaling
algorithm [22]. higher causes an increase along the vertical
axis of the world Cartesian system, and is accomplished by
moving the maximum (or minimum) of the current trajectory
toward the robot’s maximum joint position with a blending
function. further directs the motion either further left or right,
or front or back with respect to the robot body. bend bends
a part of the body (e.g.,elbow, knee or waist) by increasing
the appropriate joint angle over the movement segment under
consideration. turn orients the body (here, the torso and head)
right or left relative to body space, or toward an object in its
surroundings.

Next we consider the time segmentation commands SEG-
MENT, JOIN Ends, and JOIN Concurrent that allow the
coach to split a movement into sub-movements or join two
movements together. The coach can visualize a movement
in the 3D humanoid window to quickly select the beginning
and end of a segment using the SEGMENT, Mark Start and
Mark End buttons. Once a movement segment is identified,
instructions from the coach will affect only this segment until
segmentation is turned off.

In the case of JOIN Ends, the end of one movement is joined
to the beginning of the second movement. When the two joined
movements have different frequencies, relative frequencies are
preserved by re-sampling the slower segment represented by
splines at the higher frequency. JOIN Concurrent aligns the
start of two segments and merges them into one. This action
is intended to join movements with different DOFs (legs plus
arms, for example), allowing the coach to create complex
movements from simpler ones. The buttons Move 1, Move
2 and Move 3 allow the coach to switch between movements
and select movements to be joined.

When movement segments are joined care is taken to
smoothly blend the end and start of adjacent segments to
avoid sharp discontinuities in the motion. In all cases the
robot’s joint limits (position and velocity) act as constraints
during modifications, and joint velocities and accelerations are
computed by finite differencing after position changes.

Also on the interface are the object interaction commands
Grip/Release and External Goal. The first allows the coach
to tell the robot when to grip or release objects in its hand,
while the second tells the robot that the current behavior is
associated with an external object found in its environs.

The remaining commands are meta-commands which con-
trol the flow of the overall coaching session (GET MOVE, GO,
STOP, etc.); or housekeeping commands such as Relax, which
resets the robot posture to reasonable values.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our previous work showed the feasibility of using real-time
full-body imitation for movement acquisition [15], [16], [17].
Here we discuss our work on coaching the robot to throw
and catch a ball where our student is a 30 DOF humanoid
robot [23] shown in Fig. 5. The gross movement for throwing
was acquired from direct demonstration using computer vision
(see Fig. 2). The original trajectory acquired from the vision
data, shown in Fig. 3, was too noisy for the robot to properly
execute. So our coaching sequence was as follows:

• acquire a set of throwing movements using real-time
demonstration;

• select one of the movements and use SEGMENT to extract
the relevant part of the trajectory for the desired throw;

• smooth the movement several times, each time acting on
the previous results with smoother (Fig. 3).

With an acceptable throwing movement, we could now focus
on coaching the robot to throw the ball toward the basket. To
do this we

• increase the velocity and acceleration with faster



Fig. 2. The initial throwing behavior was captured and processed in real time
using color markers attached to the body and computer vision techniques.

• change the course of the trajectory with higher (Fig. 4)
to extend the length of the throw,

• use release to specify the exact timing for the release.
During the coaching session, the robot demonstrated how

higher can be accomplished using a variety of DOFs, and let
the coach select the appropriate DOFs (shoulder and elbow
flexion/extension) to make the new movement. After each
refinement, we (the coaches) watched the robot to evaluate its
performance, and then gave successive instructions based on
what we saw. Throwing at this point was much improved, but
still not satisfactory. This led us to constrain the body space
for the movement from DOFs originally used in the movement
to the DOFs most relevant for successful robot throwing until
throwing was successful.

We then moved the basket, and again coached the robot
until it could throw successfully to the new location. In
the second coaching sequence, further was instrumental in
directing the movement toward the robot’s right, particularly
for the robot torso, as the new target was further to the
right. It is important to point out that the acquisition of
this behavior was accomplished without any programming
and without the input of accurate parameters like velocities
and accelerations. The initial trajectories were acquired by
observation and then modified using qualitative higher-level
instructions. Fig. 5 shows a sequence of postures from a
coached throwing movement.

In our catching experiments, we used coaching to improve
the performance for an existing catching behavior [24]. In this
case we used the transformation function higher to change the
height where the robot catches the ball. This parameter had
an effect on the time it took to catch the ball, with lower
catches affording more time to plan and execute an intercept
motion. GO was used to specify when to begin prediction of
the ball’s flight. For different types of ball trajectories, different
parameters led to successful catching. Our system supports

Fig. 3. Original (dashed, noisy line) and modified trajectories for the right
shoulder flexion/extension DOF showing modification by two iterations of the
smoother transformation function implemented with a moving average filter.

Fig. 4. Original (dashed line) and modified (solid) trajectories showing
modification by the higher transformation function after using smoother.

permanently associating the relevant behavior parameters to
the movement primitives and thus expanding the knowledge
base of the robot.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The presented system explores a new way to intuitively
create behaviors for complex humanoid robots. Currently,
much time is spent by specialists in creating each new
behavior. Our intent is to introduce other methods with the
potential to improve the time and ease of creating behaviors.
Efficiency is often facilitated by intuitive solutions, as they
are easy to understand and require less training to use. As
we examined strategies people use to acquire new skills, we
were inspired by coaching’s proven merits in accelerating
human skill acquisition. In addition, and perhaps because of



Fig. 5. Postures from a sequence of coached throwing movements.

its success in accelerating learning, coaching is a paradigm
familiar on some level to most people. It is a special case of
a more general teacher-student relationship that we meet from
our infancy forward.

Because of this, our coaching system offers a familiar
setting to most people for interacting with and directing the
behavior of a complex humanoid robot where human-robot
communication takes the form of coach’s demonstrations and
high-level qualitative instructions. This familiarity allowed
us to create a ”walk up and use” type of system, where,
unlike many motion editing systems, little previous training
is needed, and, unlike most current robot control schemes,
non-specialists can participate in implementing complex robot
behaviors such as throwing a ball in a basket. In doing so
we do not obviate the need for specialists to create low-level
algorithms for robot control. Instead, we look at the potential
role of introducing the advantages of interactive high-level
instruction and interactive goal specification used often by
people in improving the overall efficiency of creating new
robot behaviors. Our approach brings a collaborative nature
of problem solving to the domain, where the intent is for
widespread availability, ease of use, and the ensuing behavioral
flexibility and customization these methods make possible.

Consistent with these goals, we wish to develop new
methods for adding transformation functions to the system.
The functions described here represent examples of domain-
specific transactions related to the language of motion, but are
not meant to be an exhaustive list. At present, more transfor-
mations can be added as needed by traditional programming
methods. However, it would be more suitable and interesting

to develop a mechanism for learning new transformations and
attaching them to a particular label without the need for such
programming. We will work on this in the future.

VI. APPENDIX

The following exchange shows an excerpt from an
interaction between the robot and coach during a higher
command. The position of a virtual point on the upper arm at
its current position and after a positive and negative rotation
from the current position is shown. An increase in the second
(y) dimension corresponds to an increase along the vertical
world axis, the criteria for higher. The main points of the
robot’s communication to the coach are shown in bold.
The coach’s responses are shown in italics. The robot first
checks all active DOFs (those corresponding to body parts
selected in the 2D window, here the left upper arm), and then
checks any connected parts (here the torso) whether they
are active or not to suggest additional possibilities to the coach.

HIGHER requested.
....checking right shoulder

Potential candidates to help with UP for this part:

DOF Status:
...shoulder flexion/extension Active (rsfe)
...shoulder abduction/adduction Active (rsaa)
...shoulder rotation Active (rshr)

I could also check:
....torso rotation Not Active (btr)



....torso abduction/adduction Not Active (btaa)

....torso flexion/extension Not Active (btfe)

Cartesian frame changes:
x y z
testing dof shoulder flexion/extension (rsfe)
-10.296700 4.763384 2.019819 (starting position)
-10.296700 11.492188 5.085141 (positive rotation)
-10.296700 3.356163 -1.992737 (negative rotation)

testing dof shoulder adduction/abduction (rsaa)
-11.976195 4.334291 -2.170500
-10.514429 3.448190 -2.170500
-14.950410 12.791493 -2.170500

testing dof shoulder rotation (rhr)
-10.179647 3.349600 -1.507159
-9.144885 3.349600 -4.726161
-8.644364 3.349600 0.327433

Up: Checking displacement for: y
rsfe winner: y displacement: 6.7288
rsaa winner: -y displacement: 8.4572
rhr NO winner: displacement: 0.0000

Can change by using shoulder flex/ext.
Use it?(yes or no)?
Coach: yes
Can change by using shoulder abd/add.
Use it?(yes or no)?
Coach: yes

Finished with right shoulder. Testing torso next...
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Abstract— In this paper a method for automatic grasp gen-
eration for robotic hands is presented. Experience and shape
primitives are used in synergy and provide a basis not only for
grasp generation but also for a grasp evaluation process when
the exact pose of the object is not available. The problem is
studied in a Programming by Demonstration scenario where the
system first recognizes the human induced grasp and the object
it is applied to. Based on these, a suitable grasping scheme is
chosen for the robot so that it can perform a successful grasp.
In this work, the entire grasp sequence is thoroughly evaluated
in a simulated environment, from learning a grasp to actually
reaching it, including dynamic simulation of the grasp execution
with a focus on grasping objects whose pose is not perfectly
known. We also discuss the necessary requirements for evaluating
this approach in a real setting.

I. I NTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges in the field of robotics is
to make robots ubiquitous. To intelligently interact with the
world, one of the key abilities that robots need to have is
to manipulate objects. Typical environments in which robots
will be deployed, such as a house or an office, are dynamic
and it is very difficult to equip robots with an ultimate and
general grasp planning capability. Planning a grasp is difficult
due to the large search space resulting from all possible
hand configurations, grasp types, and object properties that
occur in regular environments. Another important question
is how to equip robots with capabilities of gathering and
interpreting the necessary information for novel tasks through
interaction with the environment in combination with minimal
prior knowledge.

In relation to grasping, some recent approaches propose
the use of prehensile postures where object features and
experience is used to aid the selection of the pre-grasp posture
and grasp scheme. Such an approach significantly decreases
the size of the search space. This paper presents a method
for grasp generation for robotic hands where programming
by demonstration, experience and shape primitives are used
to provide a successful grasp. A top-down (experience) and
a bottom-up methodology are integrated to develop a more
natural grasp learning system. It is important to note that
the bottom-up methodology can be seen as semi-autonomous
grasping control. The proposed method is shown to work
for choosing the grasp approach vector, but can also be
used to choose other grasp control parameters that affect the
fingers’ closing sequence, controller switching, reactions to
tactile sensor inputs et cetera. The methods in this paper

are applicable to numerous grasping related problems but the
focus here is on one of the main challenges – choosing the
object approach vector, which is dependent both on the object
shape and pose as well as the grasp type. Using the proposed
method, the approach vector is chosen not only based on
perceptional cues but also on experience that some approach
vectors will provide useful tactile cues that finally result in
stable grasps. Moreover, a methodology for developing and
evaluating grasp schemes is presented where the focus lies on
obtaining stable grasps under imperfect vision.

Our longterm research is related to the design of the Pro-
gramming by Demonstration systems, [1], [2], where the user
teaches the robot new tasks by simply demonstrating them.
The robot can first imitate human behaviour and then improve
through continuous interaction with the environment. This
approach borrows some ideas from the field of teleoperation,
that provides a means of direct transmission of dexterity from
the human operator. Most of the work in this field focuses
however on low-level support such as haptic and graphical
feedback and deals with problems such as time delays, [3].
For instruction systems that involve object grasping and ma-
nipulation, visual and haptic feedback are necessary. The robot
has to be instructedwhat and how to manipulate, [4]. If the
kinematics of robot arm/hand system is the same as for the
human, a one-to-one mapping approach may be considered.
This is, however, never the case. The problems arising are
not only related to the mapping between different kinematic
chains for the arm/hand systems but also to the quality of
the object pose estimation delivered by the vision system.
Hence, the methods presented here should be considered in a
Programming by Demonstration setting where the system can
recognize the human induced grasp and the object it is applied
to. Based on these, a suitable grasping scheme is chosen for the
robot so that it can perform a successful grasp. Our previous
results related to these problems have been presented in [5],
[6], [7] and [8].

In this work, the entire grasp sequence is thoroughly eval-
uated in a simulated environment, from learning a grasp to
actually reaching it, including dynamic simulation of the grasp
execution. We also discuss the necessary requirements for
evaluating this approach in a real setting. It should be noted
here that the problems arising are not only related to the
mapping between different kinematic chains for the arm/hand
systems but also to the quality of the object pose estimation
delivered by the vision system.



The contributions of the work presented in this paper are:
• A suitable grasp is related to object pose and shape and

not only a set of points generated along its outer contour.
This means that we do not assume that the initial hand
position is such that only planar grasps can be executed as
proposed in [9]. In addition, grasps relying only on a set
of contact points may be impossible to generate on-line
since the available sensory feedback may not be able to
estimate the exactly same points on the object’s surface
once the pose of the object is changed.

• The choice of the suitable grasp is based on theexperi-
ence, i.e. it is learned from the human by defining the
set of most likely hand preshapes with respect to the
specific object. A similar idea was investigated in [10]
but only one robotic hand and four grasp preshapes were
considered. We evaluate both Barrett [11] and Robonaut
hand, [12]. Since grasp preshapes are generated based
on recognition of human grasps it makes them more
natural. This is, of course, of interest for humanoid robots
where the current trend is to resemble human behaviour
as closely as possible.

• Finally, we evaluate the quality of different grasp types
with respect to inaccuracies in pose estimation. This is an
important issue that commonly occurs in robotic systems.
The reasons may be that the calibration of the vision
system or hand-eye system is not exact or that a detailed
model of the object is not available. We evaluate how big
pose estimation error different grasp types can handle.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we shortly
review the related work and in Section III a description of
the the whole system is given. In Section IV, our grasp
mapping strategy is presented in more detail followed by
the adopted control approach Section V. Planning and grasp
quality is discussed in Section VI and the results of the
conducted experimental evaluation are given in Section VII.
We summarize the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering specifically object manipulation tasks, the work
on automatic grasp synthesis and planning is of significant
relevance, [10], [13], [9], [14]. The main issue here is the
automatic generation of stable grasps assuming that the model
of the hand is known and that certain assumptions about the
shape of the object can be made. Example of assumptions
may be that the full and exact pose of the object is known
in combination with its (approximate) shape, [10]. Another
common assumption is that the outer contour of the object
can be extracted and a planar grasp applied, [9]. The work on
contact-level grasps synthesis concentrates mainly on finding
a fixed number of contact locations with no regard to hand
geometry, [15], [16].

Taking into account both the hand kinematics as well as
somea-priori knowledge about the feasible grasps has been
acknowledged as a more flexible and natural approach towards
automatic grasp planning [17], [10]. In [17], a method for
adapting a given prototype grasp of one object to another

object, such that the quality of the new grasp would be at
least 75% of the quality of the original one was developed.
It has to be, however, pointed out that this process required a
parallel algorithm running on supercomputer to be computed
efficiently. The method proposed in [10] presents a system for
automatic grasp planning for a Barrett hand by modelling an
object as a set of shape primitives, such as spheres, cylinders,
cones and boxes in a combination with a set of rules to
generate a set of grasp starting positions and pregrasp shapes.

With respect to dynamic grasping and manipulation control,
previously presented results include catching a ball or playing
the piano using the robotic DLR Hand [18]. Exchanging a
light bulb has been shown using the Utah/MIT hand [19].
High speed grasping has also been demonstrated in [20]. In
terms of grasping systems, relevant ideas have been presented
in [21].

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In this paper, robotic grasping sequences are performed
combining a learning by demonstration framework with semi-
autonomous grasping. Let us start by a short motivation for the
system design. Consider a human and a robot each standing
in front of a table, on which a set of objects are placed,
Fig. 1. A specific task is then demonstrated to the robot. That
task may be moving (pick up/move/put down) an object. The
robot recognizes which object has been moved and where
using visual feedback. The magnetic trackers on the human
hand, provide information that enables the robot to recognize
the grasp type used. The robot should then reproduce or
imitate the action induced by the human, [5]. Recent work
has also evaluated how tasks can be learnt based on multiple
demonstrations, [6].

In this paper, we design and evaluate a system for automatic
grasp generation and fine control, that can be used in the
above scenario. The approach is evaluated in simulation using
two kinematically different hands, the Barrett hand and the
Robonaut hand. Using the Barrett hand as an example, a
methodology for designing a grasp controller for corrective
movements is outlined. In addition, it is shown how dynamic
simulation can be used for building grasp experience and for
the evaluation of grasp performance.

Fig. 1. Left: A human demonstrates object manipulation tasks to the robot.
A camera and data glove equipped with magnetic trackers provide sensory
input for task recognition. Right: The robot uses this information to reproduce
the demonstrated task using its own frame of reference.



Barrett Two−finger Thumb Robonaut Four−finger Robonaut Platform Robonaut Precision Disc
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Barrett Precision DiscBarrett WrapRobonaut Wrap Robonaut Thumb Wrap

Fig. 2. Initial robot hand postures for different grasp types.

We shortly review the components currently used in our
system:

1) Object Recognition and Pose Estimation
Estimation of the objects’ poses before and after an
action enables the system to identifywhich object has
been movedwhere. For object recognition and pose
estimation, Receptive Field Co-occurrence Histograms
is used [7], [22]. In this study, it is assumed that the
objects are resting on a table. The pose can hence be
represented by three parameters (x, y andφ).

2) Grasp Recognition
A glove with magnetic trackers provides hand postures
to to a grasp recognition system [8]. The position of the
hand is used to segment the grasp task.

3) Grasp Mapping
An off-line learnt grasp mapping procedure maps the
human grasps to robot grasps as presented in Section IV.

4) Grasp Planning
The robot selects a suitable grasp controller. The object
will be approached from the direction that maximized
the probability of reaching a successful grasp. This is
presented in more detail in Section VI.

5) Grasp Execution
A semi-autonomous grasp controller is used to control
the hand from the planned approach position until a
force closure grasp is reached, Section V.

The evaluation of the system proposed in this work is
performed using a modified and extended version of the
robot grasp simulator GraspIt! [23] to allow for repetitive
experiments and statistical evaluation. We strongly believe
that the results of the experimental evaluation facilitate further
development of robot grasping systems.

IV. GRASPMAPPING

It has been argued that grasp preshapes can be used to limit
the large number of possible robot hand configurations. This
is motivated by the fact that, when planning a grasp, humans
unconsciously simplify the grasp choice by choosing from a
limited set of prehensile postures appropriate for the object
and task at hand [24]. Related to robotics, Cutkosky [25] clas-
sified human grasps needed in a manufacturing environment
and evaluated how the task and object geometry affect the
choice of grasp. The work on virtual fingers generalized the

existing grasp taxonomies, [26]. Based on the above work
and described in our previous work [8], the current grasp
recognition system can recognize ten different grasp types.
Due to the different kinematics between the robot and human
hand, the grasp demonstrated by the human has to be first
mapped to the robot. For this purpose, the mapping scheme
showed in Table I was defined.

Human Grasp Barrett Grasp Robonaut Grasp

Large Diameter Barrett Wrap Robo. Thumb Wrap

Small Diameter Barrett Wrap Robo. Thumb Wrap

Medium Wrap Barrett Wrap Robo. Thumb Wrap

Abducted Thumb Barrett Wrap Robonaut Wrap

Light Tool Barrett Wrap Robonaut Wrap

Four-finger Thumb Barrett Two-finger Thumb Robo. Four-finger

Three-finger Thumb Barrett Two-finger Thumb Robo. Four-finger

Power Sphere Barrett Wrap Robonaut Wrap

Precision Disc Barrett Precision Disc Robo. Precision Disc

Platform Barrett Wrap Robonaut Platform

TABLE I

THE MAPPING OF HUMAN GRASPS TO ROBOT GRASP CONTROLLERS. THE

LEFT COLUMN IS A SELECTION OF HUMAN GRASPS FROMCUTKOSKY’ S

GRASP HIERARCHY.

It has to be noted here that the robot grasp types do not refer
only to hand postures, but to grasp execution schemes. Such
a scheme includes the initial position, theapproach vector,
the robot hand closing sequence, controllers for corrective
movements, etc. Hence, different strategies are used to grasp
an object dependent on the grasp type. Fig. 2 illustrates the
initial hand postures for each of the controllers.

V. GRASPCONTROL

There are two basic grasp controllers in the system: Power
Grasp and Precision Grasp. There are eight variations of these,
three for the Barrett hand and five for the Robonaut hand.
The difference lies in the initial grasping position and the
finger control during closure. In this paper, all eight variations
are evaluated. As the the dynamics of the grasping process is
essential in deciding if a stable grasp was reached, the Barrett
Wrap grasp was simulated using rigid body dynamics and the
control scheme outlined in Section V-A.



• Power Grasp
First, the initial hand posture is set according to the grasp
type recognized from the human demonstrator. The hand
then approaches the object until contact is detected upon
which all fingers close until contact. Depending on the
grasp type, the joint angle speed may be different for
each joint, causing for example the thumb to close more
slowly.

• Precision Grasp
This controller is similar to the Power Grasp, but with an
added dimension. Once a contact is detected, the hand
retracts a predefined distance and then close all fingers
simultaneously. This allows the robot to better combine
tactile sensing with computer vision, as we previously
demonstrated in [27].

The grasp approach vector is defined relative to the object’s
pose and center. Other object shapes may require evaluation
of several approach vectors, e.g. the object top and bottom, or
one or more for each object feature.

A. Control Scheme

As previously mentioned, with the goal of making robots
ubiquitous, complete knowledge of the world cannot be ex-
pected. In addition, limited accuracy in computer vision or
effects such that objects or the hand itself may occlude vision,
requires a grasp control algorithm able to handle such uncer-
tainty. Here we show how to derive a low level controller that
is able to cope with some of these problems. The controller is
designed to cope with uncertainties and corrective movements,
but it does not communicate with higher level controllers.
Hence, the grasp control has no support for moving the wrist or
detecting object motion from vision. From start to completion
of the grasp, the grasp controller is autonomous.

The grasping sequence can be seen as comprised of two
phases; first closing the fingers until contact and then maintain-
ing the contact while applying proper contact forces. It is also
important to implement a contact displacement controller so
that the object position after finger contact can be controlled.
In other words, using position control we can also apply local
corrective movements. The need for such movements can be
exemplified by the Barrett hand where the grasp is often of
higher quality when all fingers have approximately the same
closing angle rather than when the object is far from the palm
center. This behaviour can be seen in the example task shown
in Fig. 4. Here, the Barrett hand is modelled as rigid bodies
where the two joint angles of each finger have a fixed relation.
Control is performed by applying torque joint. Hence position
control requires D-control or friction modelling. This and all
other control is performed in Matlab, see Fig. 3.

Before the contact, the velocity of each finger is individually
controlled. The contact is then detected by deriving the accel-
eration from the joint encoders. While the reference values
for position and force start to change, the velocity controller
is smoothly switched off. A feed-forward loop compensates
for gravity. Alternative controllers have been investigated in
e.g. [28].

Fig. 3. Software layout for the simulation environment.

Fig. 5. The box is grasped and lifted by the Barrett hand mounted on a
Puma arm.

B. Control Design

To enable a more intuitive formulation of the controller – as
opposed to decentralized control of reference trajectories and
torques – a control design is used that allows the controller to
be specified in a more direct way, as presented in our previous
work [29]. To exemplify the design process we use the Barrett
hand. The angle between the two fingers on the one side,
the spread, and the closure of each finger can be controlled
by setting the joint torques. Accordingly, the hand has four
degrees of freedom. The basis for the controller is a linear
transformT relating the original joint anglesq to new control
variablesx, see Fig. 6. The transform is

x = Tq. (1)

It is approximated that joint angle corresponds to finger
position. (The controller is designed as if the hand was a
parallel jaw gripper.) The closing force is controlled using
tactile force sensor data while joint encoder data is used to
control the finger positions. For now, spread is not controlled.

To control the total grasp force, a variable is defined to
control the hand closure:

x2 =
q2 + q3

2
+ q4. (2)



Fig. 4. Execution of a sample task wherecorrective movementsare used to center the object.

Fig. 6. Grasp controllers: total grasp force, stability, centering, and spread.

To control centering, the next variable is defined as the
difference between the average joint angle of the two fingers
on the one side and the single finger on the other side:

x3 =
q2 + q3

2
− q4. (3)

Stability is added to the grasp by trying to keep the angles
q2 and q3 equal. A control variable that is the difference in
joint angle between the two fingers on the one side is defined:

x4 = q2 − q3. (4)

Controlling the force, centering and stability according to
the above and Fig. 6, the transform becomes:

T =


1 0 0 0
0 1/2 1/2 1
0 1/2 1/2 −1
0 1 −1 0

 . (5)

The control forcesf are computed using a P-controller
f = De whereD contains controller gains ande is an error
vector with force and position errors. The joint torquesF are
computed as

F = TT f = TTDe. (6)

Tactile sensors, see Section V-C are used to control the
grasp force (x2) and joint encoders to control the position
(x3) and “stability” (x4). The errore is computed using the

desired [des] and actual [act] variable values as

e =
[
e1 e2 e3 e4

]T

e1 = 0
e2 =

[
0 1 0 0

]
ef

e3 =
[

0 0 1 0
]
ex (7)

e4 =
[

0 0 0 1
]
ex

ef = fdes − fact = fdes − T−TFact

ex = xdes − xact = xdes − Tqact.

To focus on the displacement control, we use

D =


0 0 0 0
0 kp 0 0
0 0 5kp 0
0 0 0 kp

 . (8)

C. Tactile Sensors

Most robots are equipped with sensors that measure joint
positions, but only tactile sensors are able to provide measure-
ments at the exact point of contact. In the current system, it is
assumed that three distributed extrinsic tactile sensors capable
of detecting the normal force only were mounted to the distal
links, see Fig. 7. This type of touch sensors are available at a
low cost and are easy to mount to an existing robot hand as
we have shown in our previous work [27]. Considerations on
different tactile sensors are put in to perspective in [30]. More
general overviews of sensors for grasping include [31], [32].

VI. GRASPPLANNING

The grasp planner assumes that an approximate model of
each object considered for grasping is available. Since it
can be difficult to automatically acquire detailed models of
complex shapes, it is more reasonable to assume that it will
be possible to extractshape primitivesusing computer vision



Fig. 7. The placement of the tactile sensors.

Fig. 8. Left: The real objects. Center: The modelled objects. Right: The
object primitives used for training.

or laser technology. Each object can be represented by its
appearance (textural properties) for visual recognition and its
object shape, or shape primitives, for grasp planning. The basic
shape primitives are e.g. truncated cone, sphere, box, cylinder
etc. Recent progress presented in [33] shows a promising
method for retrieving shape primitives using vision, although
the method currently is restricted to objects with uniform color.
To evaluate an object representation using primitives, primitive
representations were derived, see Fig. 8.

The planning is performed using a simple search technique
where many different approach vectors are tested on the object.
The training can be performed on either the primitive object
model or the full object model, and in the experiments we

have evaluated both methods. A more detailed model will in
general result in higher grasp quality on the real object.

For power grasps, three parameters (θ, φ, ψ) are varied
describing the approach direction and hand rotation. For
precision grasps, a fourth parameterd, that describes the retract
distance when contact is detected, is added. The number of
evaluated values for the variables areθ=9, φ=17, ψ=9, d=6.
For the precision grasps the search space was hence 8262
grasps which required about an hour of training using kine-
matic simulation. For the power grasp simulations, 1377 ap-
proach vectors were evaluated. The 5 s long grasping sequence
is dynamically simulated in 120 s (Intel P4, 2.5 GHz, Linux).
The quality measures for each grasp is stored in agrasp
experiencedatabase.

A. Grasp Quality Measures

To evaluate grasps, the 6-D convex hull spanned by the
forces and torques that the grasp can resist is analyzed
using GraspIt! [34]. Theε-L1 quality measure is the smallest
maximum wrench the grasp can resist and is used for power
grasps. For precision grasps, a grasp quality measure based on
the volume of the convex hull was used, volume-L1. These
grasp quality measures obviously require full knowledge of
the world, and can thus only be used in simulation.

B. Grasp Retrieval

At run-time, the robot retrieves the approach vector that
result in the highest quality grasp from the grasp experience
database. As the highest quality grasp is not necessarily
the most robust with respect to position and model errors,
the grasp should be chosen taking also those parameters
into account, see Section VII-B. Because of robot kinematic
constraints and possible non-free paths toward the object, all
approach directions are not suitable at task execution time.
Thus, the robot searches the database only for directions that
are applicable in the current situation. In a Programming by
Demonstration scenario, the mapping from human to robot
grasp is one-to-one. But if the robot acts autonomously, i.e.
explores the environment and performs grasp on unknown
objects, the grasp type is not defined and the best grasp can
be chosen from among all possible grasps.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section provides experiments that demonstrate i) grasps
performed by the robot hand given the current state of the
environment and thegrasp experiencedatabase, and ii) ex-
periments that show how errors in pose estimation affect the
success of the final grasping result.

The five objects shown in Fig. 8 were modelled and added
to the GraspIt! simulator. The real objects were placed on
a table, Fig. 9 (left). A camera monitors the world state
which consist of five objects placed at arbitrary positions. The
figure on the right shows the results of object recognition and
pose estimation process - the objects are placed at the same
positions in the simulator as they are in the world.



Fig. 9. Left: The human moves the rice box. The system recognizes what
object has been moved and which grasp is used. Right: The robot grasps the
same object using the mapped version of the recognized grasp.

The human teacher, wearing a data-glove with magnetic
trackers, moves one object. The move is recognized by the
vision system and so is the grasp the teacher used. This
information is used to generate a suitable robot grasp (grasp
mapping) that controls the movement of the robot hand in the
simulator.

A. Control

Fig. 10 shows a few examples of the best grasps obtained
during kinematic simulation when the robot is free to choose
any approach direction. Fig. 10 (i) shows an example of a
failed grasp, due to a simulated error in pose estimation.

Grasping the rice box was dynamically simulated using the
controller from Sections V-A and V-B. Of the 1377 worlds,
1035 were automatically discarded because the hand interfered
with the table upon which the box is placed while approaching
the object, or that the object was obviously out of reach. The
remaining 342 initial robot hand positions were evaluated and
resulted in 171 force closure grasps, 170 failed grasp attempts,
and one simulation error. The top three hand initial positions
and the resulting grasps are shown in Fig. 11.

Some sample data from the third best simulation, Fig. 11 c)
and f), is shown in Fig. 12. The desired grasping force is set
to 5 N. A low-pass filter is used for the tactile sensor signal.

B. Introducing Error in Pose Estimation

To evaluate the performance under imperfect pose estima-
tion, we have simulated errors in pose estimation by providing
an object pose with an offset. As pointed out in [35], the
robustness of a grasp to positioning the end-effector has not
been widely addressed in the literature.

In the experiment, the target object was placed on the table
and the robot performed 50 grasps using different approaches.
The robot hand position was between each grasped translated
a certain distance in a random direction. As a result, the robot
interpreted the situation as if the object (and possibly table)
was in another position than that for which the grasp was
planned. This was repeated for five different vector lengths: 0,
1, 2, 3, and 4 cm. In total, the robot grasped the object 250
times from a total of 201 different positions.

Fig. 13 - 17 show the grasp success rates for various grasps
and objects, under increasing error in position estimation.

(a) Barrett Preci-
sion Disc

(b) Barrett Wrap (c) Barrett Wrap

(d) Robonaut
Precision Disc

(e) Robonaut
Thumb Wrap

(f) Robonaut
Thumb Wrap

(g) Barrett
2-finger Thumb

(h) Robonaut 4-
finger Thumb

(i) Failed Barrett
Wrap

Fig. 10. Examples of grasp executions for various grasp types and objects.
(a)-(h) shows successful grasps, while (i) shows a failed grasp due to a
simulated error in pose estimation. The contact friction cones are plotted in
red.

The hand is moved along the approach vector until contact
and the grasp scheme is initialized. A grasp is considered
successful if it results in force-closure. As expected, power
grasps are more robust to position errors than precision grasps.
The precision grasps target details of an object, e.g., the
bottle cap or the ear of the mug. Thus, the grasps are much
more sensitive to position inaccuracies. It is interesting to
see that the dynamic simulation and the controller previously
outlined yields significantly better results than that from purely
kinematic simulation. This is a motivation for continuing the
investigations on the dynamics of the grasp formation process.

It is clear that the Barrett hand is more robust than the
Robonaut hand, likely due to its long fingers. The exception
is the grasping of the mug, Fig. 14, where the Robonaut Four-
finger Thumb grasp is the best.

The bottle and the mug have been trained both using a
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(d) Joint torques

Fig. 12. Data logged from the grasp simulation in Fig. 11 c) and f). The first 1.3 seconds the fingers close under force control. The force at that time is
used as the start value for the force controller that ramps the grasp force to 5 N. The joint angle values show that the joint angles are getting closer to equal
as time goes by. The controller output shows some undesirable peaks induced by collisions between the fingers and the object.

(a) Best grasp –
initial

(b) Second best
grasp – initial

(c) Third best
grasp – initial

(d) Best grasp –
final

(e) Second best
grasp – final

(f) Third best
grasp – final

Fig. 11. The top three approach positions and the final grasps for the rice
box. These results show that it is important to consider the dynamics when
designing grasp execution schemes and for analyzing the grasp formation
process. In several simulations the fingers stop after contacting the box as
they should, but when the grasping force is increased, the box slides on the
low friction proximal links until it comes in contact with the high friction
tactile sensors.

primitive model and using the real model (see Fig. 8). Training
on the primitive model does not decrease the grasp success
rate much, especially not for the bottle. However, the primitive
model of the mug is, unlike the real mug, not hollow, which
causes problems for some of the precision grasps trained on
the primitive.

We have also evaluated how an error in rotation estimate
affects the result. For each object and grasp type, we tested
how much the object could be rotated before the grasp failed.
As expected, for symmetric objects like the orange and the
bottle this type of error has no effect. However, for the other
objects we found that the difference in rotation error tolerance
is large. Table II shows the rotation tolerance for various
objects and grasp types. For two of the Robonaut grasps on
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Fig. 15. Grasping the orange.
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Fig. 16. Grasping the zip disc box.

the mug, the rotation is not a problem, with a perfect success
rate. For one of the Barrett grasps on the mug, the rotation
estimation is absolutely crucial and cannot withstand a small
rotation inaccuracy. Thus, this type of grasp should be avoided
for this object.

C. Discussion

The success rate of the presented system depends on the
performance of four subparts: i) object recognition, ii) grasp
recognition, iii) pose estimation of the grasped object, and
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Fig. 13. Grasping the bottle.

Fig. 14. Grasping the mug.

iv) grasp execution. As demonstrated in previous papers, [7],
[8], the object recognition rate for only five objects is around
100 %, and the grasp recognition ratio is about 96 % for ten
grasp types. Therefore, the performance in a static environment
may be considered close to perfect with respect to the first
steps. As the object pose and possibly the object model is not
perfectly known, some errors were introduced that indicate the
needed precision in the pose estimation given a certain grasp
execution scheme. Initial results suggest that for certain tasks
stable grasping is possible even when the object’s position is
not perfectly known.

If a high quality dynamic physical modelling is essential,

for example when grasping compliant objects or for advanced
contact models, other simulation tools may be more suitable,
see e.g. [36]. But since grasping often can be performed
rather slowly, and as model errors for mass properties, sensors,
friction, and in actuator and gear models are often quite large,
second order dynamic effects can be ignored in the control
design and instead considered as small disturbances [37].

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

Methods for generating robot grasps based on object mod-
els, shape primitives and/or human demonstration have been
presented and evaluated. While many factors are important, the
focus lies on one of the main challenges in automatic grasping;
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Fig. 17. Grasp success rates for different controllers and simulations. The
dynamic grasp is the one from Fig. 11 c) and f). (Due to some problems
with the simulator, a limited number of samples were used in the evaluation
of dynamic grasping. For the 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 cm random displacement, the
number of trials were 50, 14, 18, 18, and 12 respectively (instead of 50). Still,
these samples were truly random and we believe that the number of trials is
high enough to draw conclusions.)

Object and Grasp Type: Rot. Err. Tolerance (degrees):

Mug, Robonaut Precision Disc 4

Mug, Robonaut Thumb Wrap 180

Mug, Robonaut Four Finger Thumb 180

Zip Disc Box, Robonaut Thumb Wrap 17

Rice Box, Robonaut Thumb Wrap 2

Zip Disc Box, Barrett Wrap 3

Rice Box, Barrett Wrap 17

Mug, Barrett Wrap 12

Mug, Barrett Precision Disc 0

Mug, Barrett Two Finger Thumb 6

TABLE II

THE ROTATION ERROR TOLERANCE FOR DIFFERENT OBJECTS AND GRASP

TYPES.

the choice of approach vector which depend on the object as
well as on the grasp type. Using the proposed methods, the
approach vector is chosen not only based on perceptional cues,
but on experience that some approach vectors will provide
useful tactile cues that result in stable grasps. Moreover, a
methodology for developing and evaluating grasping schemes
has been presented. Focus lies on obtaining stable grasps
under imperfect vision, something that has not been thoroughly
investigated in the literature.

Simulating results was necessary for generating insight into
the problem and for performing the statistical evaluation for
the grasp experience, since i) the world must be reset after each
grasp attempt, and ii) computing the grasp quality measure
requires perfect world knowledge.

The proposed strategies have been demonstrated in combi-
nation with tactile feedback and hybrid force/position control
of a robot hand. The functionality of the proposed framework
for grasp scheme design has been shown by successfully
reaching force closure grasps using a Barrett hand and dy-

namic simulation.
Future work include further grasp execution scheme de-

velopment and implementation. Furthermore, to ensure truly
secure grasping outside the simulator, the grasping scheme
must also comprise a grasp quality evaluation method that does
not use information available in simulation only. Preferably
such a measure would also depend upon the task at hand.

The grasp experience database contains not only a record
of success rates for different grasp controllers but also the
object-hand relations during an experiment. In this way, we
can specify under what conditions the learnt grasp strategy
can be reproduced in new trials.

The results of the experimental evaluation performed in a
simulated environment suggest that the outlined approach and
tools can be of great use in robotic grasping, from learning by
demonstration to robust object manipulation.
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Abstract— In this paper we present a framework for grasp
planning with a humanoid robot arm and a five-fingered hand.
The aim is to provide the humanoid robot with the ability of
grasping objects that appear in a kitchen environment. Our
approach is based on the use of an object model database that
contains the description of all the objects that can appear in the
robot workspace. This database is completed with two modules
that make use of this object representation: An exhaustive offline
grasp analysis system and a real-time stereo vision system.
The offline grasp analysis system determines the best grasp for
the objects by employing a simulation system, together with
CAD models of the objects and the five-fingered hand. The
results of this analysis are added to the object database using
a description suited to the requirements of the grasp execution
modules. A stereo camera system is used for a real-time object
localization using a combination of appearance-based and model-
based methods. The different components are integrated in a
controller architecture to achieve manipulation task goals for
the humanoid robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

The attention of the robotics community has been drawn
more and more to humanoid robots in the last years. Their
design, building and applications addresses many interesting
research challenges: biped walking, human-robot interaction,
autonomy, interaction with unstructured and unknown envi-
ronments, and many others. Among them, the development of
manipulation skills is of utmost importance and one of the
most complex.

One of the main challenges that humanoid developers have
to face when considering manipulation issues is the design of
robot hands and arms. In the case of hands for humanoids
their design is guided by the need of a great versatility, which
means a large number of fingers and degrees of freedom, the
reduced size and the human-like appearance. A constant issue
has been to design human-size light arm/hand systems either
focusing on a pure mechanical approach [1] or taking some
anthropomorphic and biological inspiration [2]. A recent work,
Domo, has focused on the design of compliant and reliable
humanoid arms able to run for days in a secure way for
humans [3]. The limited size of robot hands complicates the
dispositions of the joint actuators. The solution usually comes

from the use of novel actuation systems, pneumatic or fluidic
[4] or cable driven [5].

In order to deal with manipulation tasks in human-centered
environments, an intensive use of sensor information, par-
ticularly visual and tactile, within closed control loops is
indispensable. Visual information has been used mainly to
identify and apprehend the pose and shapes of objects [6],
[7]. Especially relevant for dexterous manipulation tactile
information has been used to reach stable grasps through finger
gating or for controlling whole body grasping [8]. Several
control architectures were proposed for manipulation tasks.
Their main goals are to coordinate a set of behaviors implied
by manipulation [9], to introduce learning in the sensor motor
coordination [10], and to get inspiration from biology findings
[2].

The work presented in this paper is part of long term
German Humanoid Project, which goal is to develop a robot
aimed to assist humans in tasks of everyday life [11]. To reach
these goals, many complex abilities and characteristics are
included: Humanoid shape, multimodality and the ability to
cooperate with humans and learn. In the aspect of manipula-
tion it includes the ability to learn from demonstration and to
use high level cognitive models of objects and tasks.

In this paper we present an integrated approach for grasp
planning. The central idea of this system is the existence of a
database with the models of all the objects present in the robot
workspace. From this central fact we develop two necessary
modules: a visual system able to locate and recognize the
objects (Sec. III), and an offline grasp analyzer that provides
the most feasible grasps configuration for each object (Sec.
IV). The results provided by these modules are stored and used
by the control system of the humanoid to decide and execute
the grasp of a particular object. We emphasize that this paper
describes a first step towards a complete humanoid grasping
system. At this stage the use of object and hand models
allows the fast development and test of multiple interactive
manipulation skills. In the long-term it is desirable, and is our
purpose to develop grasping and manipulation strategies able
to deal with unmodelled and unknown objects.



II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Since the robot has to work in an environment mostly
designed for humans, the approach of the whole project has
been to build a anthropomorphic arm/hand system that allows
to imitate the way humans perform these activities. ARMAR,
our humanoid robot, has 23 mechanical degrees-of-freedom
(DOF). From the kinematics control point of view, the robot
consists of five subsystems: Head, left arm, right arm, torso
and a mobile platform [12]. The head has 2 DOFs arranged as

Fig. 1. The humanoid robot ARMAR with the 5-finger hands

pan and tilt and is equipped with a stereo camera system and a
stereo microphone system. Each of the arms has 7 DOFs and
is equipped with 6 DOFs force torque sensors on the wrist.
Each hand has five fingers and 11 DOFs (3 for the thumb and
2 for the other four fingers) driven by fluidic actuators [4].

A functional description of the grasp planning system
described in this paper is depicted in figure 2. It consists of
the next parts:

• The global model database. It is the core of our ap-
proach. It contains not only the CAD models of all the
objects, but also stores a set of feasible grasps for each
object. Moreover, this database is the interface between
the different modules of the system.

• The offline grasp analyzer that uses the model of the
objects and of the hand to compute on a simulation
environment a set of stable grasps (see Sec. III). The
results produced by this analysis are stored in the grasps
database to be used by the other modules.

• A online visual procedure to identify objects in stereo
images by matching the features of a pair of images with

Fig. 2. Overview of the system.

the 3D prebuilt models of such objects. After recognizing
the target object it determines its location and pose. This
information is necessary to reach the object. This module
is described in detail in section IV.

• Once an object has been localized in the work-scene,
a grasp for that object is then selected from the set of
precomputed stable grasps. This is instanced to a partic-
ular arm/hand configuration that takes into account the
particular pose and reachability conditions of the object.
This results in an approaching position and orientation.
A path planner reaches that specified grasp location and
orientation. Finally, the grasp is executed. These modules
are not described in this paper since they are still under
development.

III. OFFLINE GRASP ANALYSIS

In most of the works devoted to grasp synthesis, grasps
are described as sets of contact points on the object surface
where forces/torques are exerted. However, this representation
of grasps presents several disadvantages when considering
their execution in human-centered environments. These prob-
lems arise from the inaccuracy and uncertainty about the
information of the object. Since we have models of the
shapes of the objects this uncertainty comes mainly from the
location of the object and inaccuracy in the positions of the
mobile humanoid. Usually, the contact-based grasp description
requires the system be able to reach precisely the contact
points and exert precise forces.

It is possible to include inaccuracy in the force/torque
models, but this paper faces this problem from a different
approach. In our approach grasps are described in a qualitative
and knowledge-based fashion. Given an object, a grasp of that
object will be described by the following features (see Fig. 4):

• Grasp type: A qualitative description of the grasp to
be performed (see Fig. 3). The type of the grasp has
practical consequences since it determines the grasp exe-
cution control, i.e.: the hand preshape posture, the control
strategy of the hand, which fingers are used in the grasp,
the way the hand approaches the objects and how the
contact information of the tactile sensors is interpreted.

• Grasp starting point (GSP): For approaching the object,
the hand is positioned at a distant point near it.

• Approaching direction: Once the hand is positioned in
the GSP it approaches the object following this direction.
The approaching line is defined by the GSP and the
approaching direction.

• Hand orientation: the hand can rotate around the ap-
proaching direction. The rotation angle is a relevant
parameter to define grasp configuration.

It is important to note that all directions are given with
respect to an object centered coordinate system. The real
approach directions result from matching of this relative
description with the localized object pose in the workspace
of the robot.

A main advantage of this grasp representation is its practical
application. A grasp can be easily executed from the informa-



(a) Hook (b) Cylindrical (c) Spherical (d) Pinch (e) Tripod

Fig. 3. Hand preshapes for the five types of grasp.

Fig. 4. Schematics with the grasp descriptors

tion contained in its description, and is better suited for the
use with execution modules like arm path planning. Moreover
this representation is more robust to inaccuracies since it only
describes starting conditions and not final conditions like a
description based in contacts points.

It is important to notice too, that this approach involves the
existence of an execution module able to reach a stable grasp
from the given initial conditions. This module will require the
uses of sensor information, tactile or visual, to complete the
grip. This module is out of the scope of this paper.

A. Grasp types
Cutkosky describes 16 different grasping hand postures for

human hands [13]. The taxonomy described by Cutkosky is
very complete and present many grasps that could be hardly
executed by our anthropomorphic five-fingered hand attending
to its mechanical limitations. Hence, we have made a selection
of the most representative grasps that can be executed with
our hand. These are three power grasps: hook, cylindrical
and spherical and prismatic; and two precision grasps: pinch
and tripod (see Fig 3). For this selection we have considered
that the only finger with abduction/adduction mobility is the
thumb, being thus the only one able to change its opposition
with respect to the other fingers.

• Hook grasp: In this grasp the hand opposes the gravity.
All fingers, but the thumb, form a hook that would
enclose a cylindrical shaped object. The palm might
exert force opposing the fingers. The thumb does not
participate in any case.

• Cylindrical grasp: All fingers close around a cylindrical
object. The thumb opposes completely the other four

fingers.
• Spherical grasp: All fingers close around a ball-shaped

object. The thumb is disposed in a way that it maximizes
the area covered by the fingers.

• Pinch grasp: The grasp is characterized by the opposition
of the thumb and index finger tips. The rest of the
fingers do not participate. This is appropriate to grasp
thin objects.

• Tripod grasp: In this case the grasp is conformed by the
opposition of the thumb fingertip against the index and
middle finger tips. This grasp is useful to grasp small
objects.

Precision grasps only imply contacts on the finger tips,
while power grasps use contacts on the whole hand surface,
finger tips, phalanxes, and palm. This difference is relevant
for the design of the execution controller. Roughly, for the
execution of a power grasp the hand approaches the object
until it makes contact, and then closes the fingers. However,
in the case of precision grasps, the fingers have to close at a
certain distance so that only the finger tips make contact with
the object.

An important aspect when considering an anthropomorphic
hand is how to relate the hand with respect the grasp starting
point (GSP) and the approaching direction. For this we define
for the hand the grasp center point (GCP). It is a virtual point
that has to be defined for every hand and that is used as
reference for the execution of a given grasp. Figure 4 depicts
the parameterization of a grasp. The GCP is aligned with the
GSP of the grasp. Then the hand is oriented and preshaped
according to the descriptors of the grasp. Finally, it moves
along the approaching line.

B. Methodology of the analysis
An important characteristic in our system is that there

exists a 3D CAD model for every objects that appears in the
workspace. This allows for extensive offline analysis of the
different possibilities to grasp an object, instead of focusing
on fast online approaches. To accomplish this we have also
built a computer 3D model of the hand.

We perform an extensive analysis for each object that
consists of testing a wide variety of hand preshapes and ap-
proach directions. This analysis is carried out on a simulation
environment where every tested grasp is evaluated according
to a quality criterion. The resulting best grasps for each object
are stored in order to be used during online execution of the
robot.



We use GraspIt! [14] as grasping simulation environment It
has some very convenient properties for our purposes such
as the inclusion of contact models and collision detection
algorithms, and the ability to import, use and define object
and robot models.

Our approach to compute stable grasps on 3D objects is
inspired by a previous work by Miller et al. using GraspIt!
[15]. The offline analysis follows four steps to find the grasps
for a given object:

1) The shape of the object model is approximated by a set
of basic shape primitives (boxes, cylinders, spheres and
cones). There are many ways to obtain these primitive
approach. GraspIt! doesn’t provide any procedure to
produce them. We assume that the primitive description
of the objects is part of the model of an object.

2) A set of candidate grasps is generated automatically for
every primitive shape of the object description. A grasp
candidate consists of a hand type, a grasp starting point,
an approach direction and a hand orientation. For every
primitive there exists a set of predefined grasp types and
approaching directions [15].

3) Each grasp candidate is tested within the simulation en-
vironment. The hand is placed in the grasp starting point
and oriented according to the approaching direction and
hand orientation. Then, the hand is preshaped depending
on the grasp type.
The approach phase is different for power and precision
grasps. For power grasps, the hand moves opened along
the approach direction until it touches the object. Then,
it closes and the quality of the grasp is evaluated. If the
quality is under certain threshold then the hand opens,
backs a step amount and closes again. This sequence
is repeated until a maximum stability measurement is
reached.
However, in the case of precision grasps, a different test
is designed: 1) the hand is preshaped at the grasp starting
point , 2) it closes and the grasp is evaluated if there
exist a contact with object 3) it opens again and moves
a step forward, 4) steps 2 and 3 are repeated until it
reaches a maximum stability or a maximum number of
steps is reached. Following this procedure we ensure
that the first contacts with the object are made with the
fingertips.
The final position of the hand and the quality obtained
is stored.

4) Finally, all final grasps that are over the minimum
threshold are sorted and stored.

Part of this procedure is available in the source code of
GraspIt! [14]. However it is designed exclusively for the
Barrett Hand [16]. We have redesigned it to adapt it to our
hand model.

As a metric for evaluating the quality of a grasp we use
the magnitude of the largest worst-case disturbance wrench
that can be resisted by a grasp of unit-strength. This metric is
described in detail by Ferrari and Canny [17].

Fig. 5. Two examples of grasps produces by the grasp planning

Finally two examples of the grasps obtained for a beer bottle
and an egg are shown in Fig. 5.

C. Grasp database
All stable grasps computed for every object are stored

in a database in order to be used by execution modules.
Every grasp stored includes the grasp type, the grasp starting
point, hand orientation, approaching direction and the quality
measure obtained from the simulation. This value is used by
the other modules to select the best grasp for a given object.

IV. OBJECT RECOGNITION AND LOCALIZATION

In general, any component of a vision system in a humanoid
robot for application in a realistic scenario has to fulfill a
minimum number of requirements. In the particular context
of the grasping system presented in this paper, the main
requirements are these.

1) The component has to deal with a potentially moving
robot and robot head: The difficulty caused by this is that
the problem of segmenting objects can not be solved by
simple background subtraction. The robot has to be able
to recognize and localize objects in an arbitrary scene
when approaching the scene in an arbitrary way.

2) Recognition of objects has to be invariant to 3D rotation
and translation: It must not matter in which rotation and
translation the objects are placed in the scene.

3) Objects have to be localized in 6D (location + orien-
tation) with respect to a 3D rigid model in the world
coordinate system: It is not sufficient to fit the object
model to the image, but it is crucial that the calculated
3D pose is sufficiently accurate in the world coordinate
system. In particular, the assumption that depth can
be recovered from scaling with sufficient accuracy in
practice is questionable.

4) Computations have to be performed in real-time: For
realistic application, the analysis of a scene and accurate
localization of the objects of interest in this scene should
take place at frame rate in the optimal case, and should
not take more than one second.

A. The Limits of State-Of-The-Art Model-Based Systems
Most model-based object tracking algorithms are based on

relatively simple CAD wire models of objects, as the example



llustrated in Figure 6. Using such models, the starting and end
points of lines can be projected very efficiently into the image
plane, allowing real-time tracking of objects with relatively
low computational effort. However, the limits of such systems
are clearly the shapes they can deal with. Most real-word
objects, such as cups, plates and bottles, can not be represented
in this manner. The crux becomes clear when taking a look at
an object with a complex shape, as it is the case for the can
illustrated in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. Illustration of an object modeled by a wire model from [6]

The only practical way to represent such an object as a
3D model is to approximate its shape by a relatively high
number of polygons. To calculate the projection of such a
model into the image plane practically the same computations
a rendering engine would do, have to performed. But not only
the significantly higher computational cost makes common
model-based approaches not feasible, also from a conceptual
point of view the algorithms can not be extended for complex
shapes: Objects which can be represented by straight lines and
even planes have the property that each edge of the object is
represented by a straight line in the model, which are then used
for matching. As soon as an object also has curved surfaces
this is not the case anymore: the edges of the polygons do
not correspond to potentially visible edges. In [18], we show
that a purely model-based approach for arbitrary 3D object
models would take more than five minutes for the analysis of
one potential region, having a database of three objects.

Fig. 7. Illustration of a 3D model of a can

B. Our Approach
Our approach combines the benefits of model-based and

global appearance-bases methods [19] for object recognition
and localization. Recently, local appearance-based methods
using texture features have become very popular [20]–[23].

However, these methods are only applicable for sufficiently
textured objects, which is often not the case for the objects of
interest for our intended application [18].

In [18], we present a system which can build object repre-
sentations for appearance-based recognition and localization
automatically, given a 3D model of the object. An initial
estimate for the position of the object is determined through
stereo vision, while an initial estimate for the orientation is
determined by retrieving the rotation the recognized view was
produced with. Then, a number of correction calculations are
performed for accurate localization, which is explained in
detail in [18]. An outline of the overall algorithm is given
by the following steps:

1) Perform color segmentation in both images.
2) Determine color blobs with a connected components

algorithm.
3) Match the blobs in the left and right image on the base

of their properties and the epipolar geometry.
4) For each matched blob:
5) Calculate initial estimate for the position by stereo

triangulation.
6) Determine the best matching view by calculating the

Nearest Neighbor in the PCA eigenspace.
7) Determine initial estimate for the orientation by retriev-

ing the stored rotation for the recognized match.
8) Apply pose correction formulate as presented in [18].
9) Verify validity by comparing the size of the blob to the

expected size, determined on the base of the calculated
pose and the object model.

Fig. 8. Illustration of the color segmentation result for the colors red and
green

As we show in [18], our system is very robust and is able
to recognize and localize the objects in our test environment
accurately and reliably in real-time. Recognition and localiza-
tion for one potential region takes approximately 5 ms on a
3 GHz CPU, with a database of five objects: a cup, a cup
with a handle, a measuring cup, a plate, and a small bowl. An
exemplary segmentation result is shown in Figure 8; the result
of a full scene analysis is visualized in Figure 9.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

At this point it is important to mention the work of Kragic et
al. [6] due to the similarity in some aspects to our work. They
present a visual tracking system also able to recognize objects.
Once an object is recognized the model and pose of it is sent
to GraspIt!. A human operator uses GraspIt! visualization and



Fig. 9. Recognition and localization result for an exemplary scene. Left: left
input image. Right: 3D visualization of the result.

analysis tools to determine a stable grasp with the Barrett
Hand. Later the grasp is executed.

On the visual part the main difference is that we are able to
deal with arbitrarily complex shaped objects, while Kargic et
al. are limited to planar-faced objects. Another main difference
to our approach is that we compute grasps automatically
and offline, without a human operator. The addition of these
features, five-fingered hands, automatic grasping synthesis, and
realistic shaped objects in a realistic environment (but with
simplified texture/colours) makes our approach more complete
and autonomous.

To conclude, in this paper we have presented an integrated
approach that includes an offline grasp planning system with
an visual object identification system. The integration of these
two modules relies on the use of an appropriate object and
grasp representation database that is also described.

However, the work presented here is only a part of a larger
manipulation system. Some modules are still required, in order
to execute any of the grasps computed. First, in any situation
several grasp candidates are possible, but only one can be
executed. A module that selects one taking into account the
task and the execution conditions is necessary. Once a grasp is
selected, an arm motion planner is necessary to move the hand
to the pregrasping location according to the grasp description
and the object pose. And finally, a module that executes the
grasp using tactile and visual feedback has to be developed
too.
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